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PREFACE 

The present premises of the Australian Raoiation Laboratory at Lower Plenty 
Road, Yailambie, Victoria, were progressively occupied between October 1978 
and September 1979. The resultant consolidation of staff in the one area has 
facilitated intra-staff co-operation ana exchange of ioeas. In line witn the 
functions of the Laboratory, which is a national centre concerned with the 
public and occupational health aspects of the use of both ionising and 
non-ionising radiation, various new research projects have been initiateo in 
addition to those alreaoy in progress. In general, projects have oeen chosen 
because of their relevance to the understanding and practice of radiation 
protection in Australia. The approved functions of the Laboratory are: 

Research, development and scientific advisory services on the 
public health hazards to Australians of ionising radiation, 
radioactive materials, microwaves and lasers; 
Establishment of radiation protection standards tor occupational 
health and public health and preparation of cooes of practice on 
the safe use of various sources of ionising radiation, radioactive 
materials, microwaves and lasers; 
Research and development on, and surveillance of, the dose levels 
from the different sources of ionising radiation, radioactive 
materials, microwaves and lasers to which workers and members of 
the public are exposed; 
Regulatory and compliance functions with respect to radiation 
safety, and to the quality assurance and use of 
radiopharmaceuticals; 
Research and development on national standards for radiation dose 
and of radioactivity and calibration against those standards of 
measuring instruments and systems for use in hospitals, medical 
practices, research and industry; 
Research, development and scientific services on the physical 
aspects of the use of ionising radiation, radioactive materials, 
microwaves and lasers in medical diagnosis or treatment; 
Act as the focal point of national expert advice in the above 
fields, but not infringing on tne responsibilities of the States. 

Projects which were in progress during 1980 are described in this report. 
They are at various stages of development and will be reported in scientific 
journals and/or in Australian Radiation Laboratory technical reports at the 
appropriate times. It is intended to continue with an annual report giving 
the progress of the various projects. 
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DOSES TO PATIENTS UNDERGOING RADIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES 

N D Morris, S B Sol o w n 

INTRODUCTION 

A survey to determine the annual genetically significant dose ano mean 
bone-marrow dose to the Australian population from radiological proceoures has 
been carrieo out under the auspices of the National Healtn ano Medical 
Research Council. 

A survey of this type is necessary in order to assess the possible risks 
associated with the medical uses of ionising raoiations. These risks are 
small and are difficult to study on an individual patient and are normally 
studied on a population basis. They may be categorised into two classes: 

1. Somatic Risks: 

The somatic risk is the chance of producing a detrimental effect to the 
patient receiving the radiation. The possible somatic risks is usually 
estimated from the doses to the active red bone-marrow, as it has a 
demonstrated sensitivity to radiation induced cancer. The risk to the 
population is estimated from the mean bone-marrow dose. 

2. Genetic Risk: 

The genetic risk is the chance of producing a detrimental effect in the 
descendants of the patient receiving the radiation. The genetic effect is 
estimated from the gonadal doses received during the radiological 
examination. The risk to the population is estimated from the genetically 
significant dose. 

DETERMINATION OF DOSES 

Radiological procedures can be divided into four groups: 

1. diagnostic radiology; 
2. radiotherapy; 
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3. nuclear medicine; 
4. dental radiography. 

The greatest contribution to the genetic and somatic risks to the population 
arises from diagnostic radiology followed by radiotherapy, nuclear medicine 
ano dental radiography. 

In order to evaluate the risks associated with these procedures, it is 
necessary to determine: 

1. the frequency of each diagnostic procedure; 
2. U<2 gonadal dose received during each procedure; 
3. the bone-marrow dose received during each proceoure; 
4. the chilu expectancies of patients undergoing the procedure so that the 

genetic risk to future generations can be evaluateo. 

1. DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY 

Tne determination of doses for diagnostic radiology was carried out in .hree 
stages: 

(i) Frequency of diagnostic x-ray examinations 

The number of patients undergoing each diagnostic x-ray examination was 
determined in an Australia wide survey of over 90°/o of departments and 
practices carried out late in 1970. The results of this statistical survey 
are shown in Table 1. The annual rate of x-ray examinations, excluding mass 
miniature chest examinations, was 370 examinations per 1000 of population. 
Table 1 shows that the most common x-ray examinations were chest x rays, 
followed by x-ray examinations of the head, arms, legs, stomach and spine. 
The mass miniature values refer to the program of mass-miniature chest x rays. 

(ii) TLD measurement 

The patient doses were measured using sachets containing LiF or CaF2:Dy 
powder placed directly on patients undergoing particular x-ray examinations. 
The TLD were allocated in proportion to the frequency of procedures for each 
department and practice, as determined in the statistical survey. A greater 
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weight was given (that is more measurements were made) to those examinations 
where the gonads were expected to be in the direct beam. Approximately 9000 
TLD sachets were distributed through the various State Health departments, 
over the period between 1973 and 1978. 

For males the testicular doses were determined directly from TLD sachets 
placed on the patient's scrotum. For females the TlD sachets were placed 
either in the centre of the beam for direct radiography, or at specified 
points on the body for the more complex techniques. In the former case the 
TLD sachets essentially recorded the skin doses for each procedure. A more 
detailed explanation of the methods of skin dose and gonadal dose calculations 
is given in reference (2). 

The mean values of the measured skin doses for each type of examination are 
shown in Table 2, together with the values of the standard error of the means 
(SEOM). As might be expected, there is a marked variation in skin doses 
received in aifferent types of proceaures, varying from 1375 pGy to 63 mGy for 
chest and lumbar spine x-ray examinations respectively. However, the results 
in Table 2 also show that for each examination there is a wide variation in 
the measured skin doses, ranging up to a factor of 1000. This is shown more 
clearly in Figures 1 ana 2. Figure 1 shows the distribution of measured skin 
doses received during chest x-ray examinations. The doses vary from under 200 
tiGy to over 15 mGy. Although the calculated mean dose is 1375 pGy, the most 
common dose lies in the range 100 to 400 nGy, and most of the doses are less 
than 1000 wGy. Similarly, for the lumbar spine x-ray examinations, the values 
range from 1 mGy to 180 mGy, as shown in Figure 2. This distribution again 
shows that the most common oose is below the calculated mean skin dose. 

(iii) Calculation of organ doses 

The doses measured using the TLD sachets placed on the scrotum were adjusted 
to give the testicular doses from each diagnostic x-ray procedure using 
tabulated depth dose values. 

For females undergoing direct radiography the measured skin doses were 
converted to ovarian doses using technical and patient data obtained at the 
same time as the TLD measurements. These data were used as input to a 
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computer model of gonadal ooses. This program was developed by the Bureau of 
Radiological health (6RH) for the American surveys carrieo out in 1964 and 
1970. The computer program was supplemented by laboratory measurements of 
ovarian doses maoe on an Alderson RAHOO phantom, in order to determine the 
ovarian doses from the more complex x-ray techniques, (Reference 3). 

The bone-marrow ooses were calculated from the technical and patient data and 
the measured skin doses using a computer model of x-ray dose distributions 
within the human body. This model was developed at ARL and was found to give 
good correlation with other calculations of bone-marrow doses. (Reference 5). 

Table 3 shows the mean values for the calculated gonadal and bone-marrow doses 
for the common x-ray examinations. As might be expected the largest 
testicular doses came from x-ray examinations of the hip and femur and was 
6 mGy per examination. The largest ovarian doses arose during x-ray 
examinations of the lower spine and abdomen and ranged from 4 to 11 mGy. As 
with the skin doses, there was a wiae variation in the actual gonadal doses 
and bone-marrow doses per examination. 

2. RADIOTHERAPY 

A survey of all radiotherapy institutions was carried out in 1970. Quantitive 
information was requested about the number of examinations and the doses 
delivered to different anatomical sites for the various conditions which were 
being treated. As doses delivered in radiotherapy are well known, 
calculations of gonadal and bone-marrow doses could be estimated by using 
published depth dose information and the results of laboratory 
investigations. Details of the calculations are given in references 
(4) and (5). 

3. NUCLEAR MEDICINE 

Information on the usage of radiopharmaceuticals in diagnosis and therapy was 
obtained in 1970. Estimates of the gonadal and bone-marrow doses were 
calculated from this data. (See Reference 7). 
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4. DENTAL RAPI06MPHY 

A survey in 1970 gave extensive information on the type of oental x-ray 
machine used, exposure factors, angle of incidence, focal-film and focal-skin 
distances ana frequency of each type of dental examination. This information, 
together with measurements of free-air outputs from the most common machii.es 
ana laboratory measvements on the relationship between skin dose and doses to 
the gonads and bone-marrow were used to calculate the gonadal and bone-marrow 
doses. (See Reference 6). 

CALCULATION OF GENETIC AMD WEAK BOHE-HAKROw DOSES 

The annual genetically significant oose is calculated using the formula: 

2g D9»* Pi *9« "i* 6 -

where D • is the average gonadal dose for persons of age group i 
subjected to a radiological procedure of type x, 

P. is the average child expectancy of persons of age group i 
w , is a factor that modifies the child expectancy due to the 

condition of persons of age group i subject to procedure of 
type x, 

Nj x is the annual number of persons of age group i subjected to 
a procedure of type x, and 

N- is the number of persons of age group i in the whole 
population 

The mean bone-marrow dose to the population can be determined from the formula: 

2 D m i x "mix *ix 
°M 

where D . is the mean bone-marrow dose for persons of age group 1 
subjected to radiological procedures of type x, 

* m i x 1s a factor that takes into account the life expectancy of 
persons of age group 1 subjecteo to procedure of type x, 

http://machii.es
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Nix ' s *** * n n u** number of persons of age group i subjected to 
procedure of type x, ano 

N is the nuaber of persons of all ages in the population. 

The annual per capita genetically significant ooses and scan bone-marrow doses 
to the Australian population are summarized in Table 4. 

CWCLUSIOH 

A aore detailed description of the aethodology and results of the survey, as 
well as an assessment of the genetic and somatic risks arising froa individual 
radiological procedures, are given elsewhere (references 1-7). These reports 
give the values of aean doses per procedure used to calculate the population 
doses. These values art not readily applied to doses to individual patients, 
which are in general smaller. The distribution of patient doses and the 
typical values of the doses for different radiological procedures will be the 
subject of a further ARL technical report. 

REFERENCES 

(1) Contributions to the genetic and aean bone-aarrow ooses of the Australian 
population froa radiological procedures; T N Swindon, N 0 Morris and 
S B Solomon : Australian Radiation Laboratory Report ARL/TR017. 

(2) The measurement of patient doses from diagnostic xrays; H D Morris and 
S B Solomon : Australian Radiation Laboratory Report ARL/TR018. 

(3) Gonadal doses from x-ray diagnostic procedures; N D Morris and 
S B Solomon : Australian Radiation Laboratory Report ARL/TK019. 

(4) Gonadal doses from radiotherapy; S B Solomon and N D Morris : Australian 
Radiation Laboratory Report ARL/TR020. 

(5) Absorbed doses io active red bone-marrow froa diagnostic and therapeutic 
uses of radiation; S B Solomon and N D Morris : Australian Radiation 
Laboratory Report ARL/TR021. 
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(6) The measurement of gonadal and bone-marrow doses from dental radiography; 
S B Solomon and N D Morris : Australian Radiation Laboratory Report 
ARL/TR022. 

(7) Genetic and mean bone-marrow doses from medical uses of unsealed 
radioisotopes; 0 U Keam : Australian Radiation Laboratory Report 
ARL/TR023. 
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Table 1: Frequency of diagnostic x-ray examination in Australia 
(1970) 

Examination No. of exams 
per 1000 of 
population 

Chest 120.2 
Chest (mass miniature) 146.7 
Thorax 13.4 
Arm and Hand 37.4 
Pelvis 7.6 
Hip and femur 8.7 
Femur 13.5 
Lower leg and foot 28.5 
Head 40.9 
Dorsal spine 7.3 
Lumbar spine 8.8 
Lumbar sacral spine 15.2 
Abdomen 14.3 
Cholecystography 9.4 
Stomach and GI Tract 19.2 
Intestine 6.8 
Urography 12.0 
Others 6.8 

= 370.0 (excluding 
minature) 

mass 

Table 2: Mean skin doses and mean number of films per examination 
for common diagnostic x--ray examinations 

Adults 
Ski in dose UGy) No. of films 

Examination Mean SE0M Range per examination 

Chest* 1375 50 100 to 15500 1.9 
Thorax 4275 175 300 to 33000 2.7 
Pelvis 9840 670 100 to 98500 1.2 
Hip and femur 11170 840 200 to 54900 2.1 
Lower leg and foot 2450 80 300 to 33900 2.4 
Head 17180 600 100 to 91600 4.4 
Dorsal spine 22180 635 300 to 88800 2.3 
Lumbar spine 36480 1720 900 to 180000 2.6 
Lumbar sacral spine 62830 4020 700 to 348300 4.0 
Abdomen 11360 1025 200 to 88400 1.5 
Pelvimetry 39070 4375 10600 to 139000 3.0 
Cholecystography 27630 665 8300 to 109000 3.5 
Stomach and 61 Tract** 25000 3220 5300 to 59600 7.5 
Intestine** 9420 670 8710 to 10120 2.0 
Urography 56730 3610 4000 to 670500 8.3 

* Not Including mass miniature chest examinations 
** Direct radiography 
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Table 3: Mean 'oses to skin, gonads and bone marrow from common 
diagnostic x-ray examinations 

Adults 
Mean dose (uGy) 

Examination Skin Testicles Ovaries Marrow 

Chest* 1375 13 16 178 
Thorax 4275 24 39 351 
Pelvis 9840 2690 1275 1005 
Hip and femur 11170 6050 1065 809 
Lower leg and foot 2450 48 1 -
Head 17180 13 6 171 
Dorsal spine 22180 317 64 1510 
Lumbar spine 36480 845 3085 1905 
Lumbar sacral spine 62830 1230 5195 3765 
Abdomen 11360 670 1450 1230 
Pelvimetry 39070 - 4225 3800 
Cholecystography 27630 540 810 2795 
Stomach ana 61 Tract** - 130 3500 7320 
Intestine** - 396 10970 365c 
Urography 56730 3010 5815 5175 
* Not including mass miniature chest examinations 
** With fluoroscopy (skin doses not measured) 

Table 4: Annual per capita genetically significant doses (GSD) and 
"mean bone-marrow doses (HBP) to the Australian Population for 1970~ 

Radiological GSD MBD 
Procedure (nGy) UGy) 

X-ray diagnostic 149 411 
examinations 

Mass miniature chest 
radiography 0.3 36 

Radiotnerap' 23 166 * 
Nuclear medicine 4 38 
Dental radiography 0.01 0.00 

TOTAL 176 651 

non-malignant radiotherapy 



NABARLEK URANIUM MINE RESEARCH PROJECT 

V A Leach, K H Lokan, L J Martin ana P C Clarke 

Open cut mining was the preferred technique for mining at Nabarlek and it was 
believed that radon gas would disperse and that short lived radio-toxic decay 
products of radon, referred to as "radon daughters", would not constitute a 
health hazard to the miners. However, conflicting views were expressed by 
mining companies and other experts over the radon daughter levels in open-pit 
mines during stable atmospheric conditions. The Nabarlek mine offered an 
ideal opportunity to study the aispersion of radon in the open-pit environment 
for the following reasons: 

(1) the ore body was small (approximately 12,000 tonnes of uranium) with a 
high average ore graoe of about 2°/o; 

(2) the mining program was expected to last only 29 weeks during the 1979 dry 
season, so that the study could be completeo in a fairly short time. 

The Nabarlek Uranium Mine is located in the Arnham Land Aboriginal Reserve in 
the Northern Territory about 270 km due east of Darwin. The excavation work 
commenced on 28 May 1979 and ceased on 11 October 1979 leaving a pit which was 
approximately 335 m long by 185 m wide and 70 m deep. 

Measurements during the field work showed that: during the night in the dry 
season, shallow temperature inversions formed and radon gas together with its 
daughter products would not rapidly disperse in air. During these stable 
atmospheric conditions the dispersion of pollutants is oy horizontal winds 
which are usually very light. 

Measurements during the mining operation showed that the emanation rate per 
ore grade was lower at two depths where massive pitchblende was encountered; 
see Figure 1. The effective radon emanation length was calculated to be about > 
a metre for the great bulk of the ore. 
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Figure 1. Radon emanation rates per ore grade as a function of depth of ore 
below surface. 

The working level relationship with atmospheric stability is shown in Figure 2 
and shows reasonable agreement with theoretical treatment by Leach et. al. 
(1980). 

' ^ i t D t " 

Figure 2. Average radon daughter concentration per ore grade as a function of 
average vertical lapse rate. The boundary of Pasquill categories A-G are 
Indicated. 
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The airborne dust was found to have aerodynamic mass median diameters in the 
range 3.8 to 19.5 ym, with the calculated maximum permissible limit for long 
lived alphas exceeded in 4°/o of the measurements. 

The mean cumulative exposure to radon daughters was 0.06^ ULM for employees 
working in the pit for the entire four and a half months of mining. 

The average cumulative external gemma ray exposure for the same employee group 
was 2.3 mSv (230 millirem) as measured with personal thermoluminescent 
dosimeters; see Boas et. al. (1980). For most employees however, exposures 
were much lower; see Table 1. 

Table 1: Distribution of external doses 

No. of Employees 

339 
47 
35 
49 
11 

Mean : 0.85 mSv 
"Miners only" : 2.30 mSv 

REFERENCES 

Boas J F, Murray A, Young 0 G, and Johnston P N, (1981) Testing of CaS0.:Dy 
in Teflon Discs as a Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Material for Personal 
Monitoring of Uranium Mine and Mill Workers. (ARL Report TR031). 

Range 
(mSv) 

0.0 - 0.5 
0.5 - 1.0 
1 2 
2 5 
5 10 

Leach V A, Lokan K H, Martin L J, (1980) A Study of Radiation Parameters at 
Nabarlek Uranium Mine, NT (ARL Report TR028). 
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PERSONAL RADON DAUGHTER DOSIMETER 

G Grealy, J P Peggie, S B Solomon ana V A Leach 

Radon daughter products present the major inhalation hazard to uranium miners 
IArcher et. al. 1976). The half-lives of these products are comparable with 
the time that the breath is retained in the body, so a significant proportion 
of the alpha particle energy resulting from the decay of the daughter products 
can be deposited in the air tract and lung, damaging the sensitive tissue. 
For this reason it is important to monitor the radon daughter concentrations 
or working level which is essentially a measure of the total potential alpha 
energy (uue to radon daughter decay) per litre of air. Epidemiological 
studies have shown a definite correlation between exposure to radon daughters 
ano the incidence of lung cancer (Archer et. al. 1962). 

The working Level in a mine can vary quite markedly from place to place, 
while area monitoring can yield instantaneous or time-integrated values in the 
vicinity of the monitor, it does not obviate the need for the measurement of 
cumulative intake for an individual miner. To accomplish this, a personal 
continuous radon daughter dosimeter is required. At this Laboratory, a 
personal dosimeter which will yield integrated working level is being 
developed for use in uranium mines. 

Several designs of dosimeter have been investigated, based on the use of a 
filter head and a pump. The airborne radon daughters are collected on a 
filter and the radiation from the subsequent decay of the radon daughters is 
detected with some radiation sensitive material. The most promising design 
employs the thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) CaS0.:Dy in teflon discs. 
This is sensitive to beta and gamma radiation as well as alpha radiation and 
because just the alpha is of interest, the filter head contains two discs 
positioned so that the beta and gamma contributions can be subtracted. In 
order to maintain the same geometric efficiency for both discs, they are 
placed on either side of the filter, positioned symmetrically about its 
collecting face. The discs have central holes through which the air being 
sampled passes; see figure 1. The disc facing the front of the filter detects 
the alpha, beta and gamma from the radon daughters plus the gamma background; 
the back disc (behind the filter) detects only the beta and gamma, plus gamma 
background, the alpha particles being degraded completely by the combination 
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of the thick giass fibo filter plus a 3 mm air gap. The difference between 
the front auz iack disc readouts is therefore related to the alpha 
contribution only. In order to avoid making assumptions about the radon 
daughter con.filtration ratios, it is necessary that the detector is sensitive 
to both th_> 6.00 MeV alpha from 2 1 8 P o (RaA) and the 7.68 MeV alpha from 

Po (RaC). 7ne alpha energy response of the CaS0.:Dy is being studied 
and present indications are that the TLU output is proportional to the total 
alpha energy deposited in the disc. Thus the TLO readout with the beta and 
gamma subtracted -nit should be proportional to the integrated working level. 

*m nam _ 

> K U nun MCI* 

Figure 1. Assembly drawing of personal dosemeter. 

A constant flow rate is essential to obtain an evenly weighted time-integrated 
Working Level. At present, work is being done on maintaining a steady flow 
rate of 0.5 litres per minute for two types of pumps: a D.C. brushless pump 
and a modified aquarium pump. The mechanisms being investigated are critical 
orifices (B.S. 1042, 1964) and electronic feedback using a thermocouple 
sensor. Field testing in extremely dusty conditions has shown that dust 
loading on the filter is unlikely to be a problem in maintaining a flow rate 
of 0.5 litres per minute. 

Figure 2 shows the calibration curve obtained in the Laboratory tests. Field 
tests to date give almost exactly the same calibration curve. The data for 
the calibration curve include points for daughter ratios corresponding to 
"ages" of air from - 2 minutes to - 50 minutes, with humidity ranging from 
25°/o to 90°/o. The range of WL-hours used for the tests was from - 0.5 
to ~ 100 WL-hours. Each laboratory test was conducted over time intervals of 
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0.5 hour to 2 hours, while field tests were conducted over intervals of 8 
hours to 30 hours. The Working Level was measured in both the laboratory and 
the field using the Rolle 1972 S.G.A.M.P. method and the modified Tsivoglou 
method (Thomas 1972) which also yielded daughter ratio information. 

O 9000 10000 MOW 
T.L.READOUT 

Figure 2. Working Level-litres (WL-1) as a function of TL readout. 

Testing has shown the dosimeter to have adequate sensitivity for monitoring 
miners. It is estimated that the lowest level of detection is 1 WL-hr and 
detection is possible if the WL-hrs > .008 x total gamma dose in mK, or *f the 
continuous WL > .008 x the gamma dose rate in mR/hr. 

REFERENCES 

Archer V E, Magnunson H J, and Holaday D A, (1972) Journal of Occupational 
Medicine, 4:55. 

Archer V E, Gillam J D, and Wagoner, J K, (1976) Annals of the New York 
Academy of Sciences, 271:280. 

British Standard 1042: Part 1 (1964) Methods for the measurement of fluid 
flow in Pipes. Part 1. Orifice plates, Nozzles and Venturi Tubes. London: 
British Standards Institution. 

Rolle R, (1972) Health Physics, 22:223. 

Thomas J W, (1971) HASL Report 71/15. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF RADON/RADON DAUGHTER MONITORING EQUIPMENT 

M IN Osborne, L J Saddlier, L J Martin ana V A Leach 

A continuous radon/radon daughter monitor based on the two filter tube method 
by Thomas and Le Clare (1970) for measuring raaon and Daughters has been 
constructed. (For details of principle Leach et. al. 1979). The instrument, 
known as the RAAM (Radon/radon daughter Automatic Alpha Monitor), enabled the 
accurate calculation of the exposure in Working Level Months exposure of 
mining personnel at Nabarlek Uranium mine during the mining phase. It samples 
30 litres of air through a cylindrical tube fitted with filters at both ends 
and makes a measurement every 13 minutes. The radon concentration is 
determined from gross alpha counting of the exit filter. The total alpha 
concentration in Working Levels is determined using the SGAMP method by Rolle 
(1972) by gross alpha counting the inlet filter. 

The RAAM was calibrated in a raoon/radon aaughter atmosphere before being useo 
in the field. Its application in the fielo showed the radon/radon aaughter 
concentrations in air vary by orders of magnitude depending on atmospheric 
conditions; this variation over a period of a few hours is illustrated in 
Figure 1. The need for an accurate sequential monitor is apparent if useful 
cumulative exposures are to be obtained for personnel. 

At present the Laboratory is constructing a more sophisticatea version of the 
RAAM. This design will use microprocessor electronics and solid state 
detectors. Improvements in the design of the two filter tube suggested by 
Schery et. al. (1980) will also be incorporated. 
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DOSE TO LUN6 TISSUE FROH RADON DAUGHTERS 

K N Wise 

The decay products of radon-222 constitute a possible hazard to the health or 
uranium mine workers through the radiation dose to the sensitive cells of the 
bronchial epithelium from a-particles emitted by polonium-218 and 
polonium-214. Over the past 20 years detailed calculations on the dose to 
lung tissue from these decay products have been carried out using simplified 
models of lung geometry and of the mechanisms for deposition on and clearance 
from the surface of the airways. The calculations >n the dose absorbeo per 
working level month (dose conversion factor) have been re-examined as (a) 
uranium will be mined in Australia by open-cut methods and the estimate based 
on characteristic underground mine atmospheres may not apply, (b) better data 
on the defth of sensitive cells in the bronchial epithelium have become 
available and (c) it has been suggested in the literature that one widely 
quoted estimate is too low. 

THE DOSIMETRIC MODEL 

The present calculations (Wise, 1980) are based on the lung geometry proposed 
by Weibel (1963). The model assumes that diffusion (both turbulent and 
laminar), impaction and sedimentation are active in depositing inhaled 
material on to the surface of the airways. The proportion of particulates 
depositing in a region of the lung is adjusted for variations in airway size 
(Davies 1971) and for the fraction of inhaled air reaching that region. The 
rate at which activity' *s deposited to the lung surface for people exposed to 
an atmosphere containing a working level of radon daughters depends on the 
activity of each daughter in the air and the fraction of the daughters 
attached to the atmospheric aerosol. These are calculated from the age of the 
air, the average size of the atmospheric aerosol and the aerosol concentration 
(Raabe 1969). Further, the activity on the lung surfaces depends on the rate 
at which material is removed from each region of the lung by the mucus; the 
model uses the clearance rates given by Altshuler et al (1964). Finally, the 
average dose delivered to the basal cells is estimated from statistics on the 
depth of the cells in the bronchial epithelium (Gastineau 1972). 
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RESULTS 

Calculations of the average dose to the several regions of the upper 
respiratory tract have been aade for 

an aerosol with activity Median diaaeter 0.17 »a and a geoMetric standard 
deviation of 2.7 assuMed to be typical of aerosol size distribution in 
underground Mines (George et al 1975). 

an aerosol with estiaated activity Median diaaeter 0.23 *a and a 
geoaetric standard deviation of 2.3; these paraaeters have been derived 
froa the aooel tropospheric aerosol given by Junge (1963) and are 
probably typical of the outdoor aerosol. 

The calculations showed the aaxiaua dose to be delivered to the upper airways 
(lobar and segaental bronchi) and to be sensitive to the fraction of radon 
daughters existing as free ions. EstiMates of the MaxiMua absorbed dose to 
lung tissue for underground Mine environaents range froa 8 aGy/HLH to 
25 aGy/wUf when the unattached fraction varies between values of 0.02 and 0.10 
which are fairly typical of this environaent. The calculated conversion 
factors are reasonably consistent with the estiMate of 14 Mfiy/ULM Made by 
Ualsh (1979) froa epideaiological data drawn froa populations of underground 
Miners. Unfortunately few aeasureMent results are available for the 
unattached fraction in open-cut Mine environMents. However preliMinary 
Measureaents at Ranger uraniua Mine in the Northern Territory indicates that 
the unattached fraction during stable atMospheric conditions could vary 
between 0.35 and 0.70. EstiMates of the aaxiaua dose for the open-cut Mine 
environaent, if it is assuaed that the aeasured unattached fraction is 
representative, range froa 60 aGy/wlM to 110 MCy/HLH. Therefore the dose 
conversion factor appropriate to the Northern Territory Mining environment 
could be a factor of 5 higher than underground Mining experience would 
indicate. 

Clearly, there is need for further experiaental work to characterize the 
atMospheres to which open-cut Miners »rt exposed. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ENERGY INDEPENDENT CaSQ4 TLD DOSIMETER 
L J Martin and J F Mika 

In addition to the widely-used personal radiation monitoring service based on 
film badges, the Laboratory operates a thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) 
facility specifically designed to cater for the radiation health requirements 
of the uranium mining industry. The system is based on a dysprosium-doped 
CaSO. phosphor and takes advantage of the high sensitivity and excellent 

n ) resistance to thermally-induced fading of this material.* ' The phosphor is 
embedded in thin teflon discs which allows easy handling and cleaning under 
extreme environmental conditions. 

The introduction of CaSO. TLD's into general dosimetry has been hampered by 
11)12) the strong energy-dependence of its response.* / v ' The relatively hi' , 

atomic number of calcium compared to that of air means that the energy 
deposited per unit exposure by low energy x-rays is much greater in the 
dosimeter than in air. Hence tnere is an enhancement in the thermoluminescent 
response to radiation in the 10-100 keV energy region. Consequently, 
investigations have been undertaken to both fully characterise this 
energy-dependent response and to devise ways of compensating for this 
behaviour. 

The response of individually calibrated TLD's to monochromatic fluorescent 
x rays and to conventional filtered x-ray beams was measured. The relatively 
broad spectrum of the conventional x-ray exposures results in a smearing of 
the normally rapidly varying energy response whereas the monochromatic 
exposures allows the true response to be found. 

The theoretical response is calculated using a simple model which assumes that 
the thermoluminescent response is directly proportional to the energy 
deposited in the dosimeter (eg. see ref. 3). Allowance is made for 
attenuation of the incident radiation within the dosimeter. 

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the experimental points for the mono energetic and 
bremsstrahlung exposures together with the respective calculated response. 
The calculated points for 1(b) were obtained by convoluting the theoretical 
response in 1(a) with the appropriate x-ray spectrum corresponding to each of 
the measured points. 
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Figure 1(b). Response to conventional 
x-ray spectra. 

T: e inconveniently large peak in the energy response can be modified by the 
use of appropriate filters which selectively attenuate the lower energy 
radiations^ '. In its simplest form, this technique is used to remove all 
raaiation below about 100 keV and avoid the over-response at low energy. This 
method has been applied to the monitoring of external gamma exposure at 
uranium mines by ARL. 

A more elaborate approach combines the responses of two or more dosimeters 
which have been exposed through different filters. In particular, the 
combination of 10°/o unfiltered plus 90°/o filtered with 2.5mm of coppper 
yields a relatively flat response down to below 20 keV. Figure 2 shows the 
response of an unfiltered disc, a fully filtered disc and the response of a 
disc for which the filter had a hole of area equal to 10°/o of the active 
area of the dosimeter. The response to normally incident x rays was quite 
constant over the range 25 to 100 keV. The method of using a single TLD and a 
filter with a hole has the advantage of reducing the number of read-outs and 
eliminating calculations but there are problems associated with the change in 
the effective area of the hole with the angle of incidence of the radiation. 

Investigations are continuing and it is hoped to introduce a new TLD badge 
incorporating these developments in the near future. 
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THERMOLUMINESCENCE AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES OF DEFECTS IN SOLIDS 

J F Boas, R L Calvert, A Hurray and J G Young 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the effects of the interaction of radiation with a solid is to produce 
charge carriers, both electrons and holes, which can be trapped by point 
defects in the material. The point defects may be impurity ions, 
interstitials or vacancies and the latter may be either present prior to the 
irradiation or formed as a result of it. The stability of the charge carrier 
in the trap depends on the temperature and the distance of the trap level 
below the conduction band for an electron trap or above the valence band for a 
hole trap. When the solid is heated, the charge carrier has a probability of 

-E/kT escaping from the trap, given by P = S e where E is the energy 
difference between the trap level and the conduction or valence band, T is the 
absolute temperature, S is a frequency factor which is usually around 

10 -1 ° 
10 sec and k is Boltzmann's constant. On release from the trap, the 
carrier may move through the material and either be retrapped at another 
defect site or recombine. The energy released on recombination may be given 
off as light. If this light emission occurs as the material is heated, we 
have thermoluminescence. Since each type of defect will have a specific 
depth, distributed around a mean value, significant thermoluminescence 
emission from that type of defect will occur over a limited temperature range 
only. Thus, when a number of different defects are present, the variation of 
the thermoluminescence intensity as the temperature is raised, i.e. the glow 
curve, will show a number of peaks, each corresponding to the release of 
charge carriers from a different type of defect. If one wishes to understand 
the mechanisms involved in the thermoluminescence process, one needs to 
understand the nature of the defects involved. 

If the defect has associated with it an odd number of electrons, it will be 
paramagnetic and can therefore be studied by magnetic resonance techniques. 
Electron spin resonance (ESR) can give much information about the nature of 
the defect, whilst Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR) gives a much 
greater resolution of the effects of the interaction of the electron with 
nearby nuclei and therefore more information than ESR alone. Such information 
is difficult, if not impossible to obtain by other methods. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

For the fundamental studies of the thermoluminescent phenomena, two systems 
have been constructed in the Laboratory. The first system uses an Oxford 
Instrument CF204 cryostat to enable measurements to be made continuously over 
the temperature range 4.2K (the boiling of liquid helium) to 50QK. The second 
system is used for measurements between 300K and about BOOK, thus providing an 
overlap in the coverage of the temperature range. Both systems use Spex 1670 
monochromators ana cooled photomultiplier tubes to cover the emission 
wavelength range from 200 nm to over 900 nm. 

The magnetic resonance measurements are conducted in collaboration with the 
Department of Physics at Monash University. Conventional ESR measurements are 
made using a Varian ESR E-12 spectrometer with variable temperature 
facilities, while the ENDOR measurements are to be performed using a 
conventional ENDOR system which is currently being updated and modified for 
improved sensitivity. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

i. Studies of the thermoluminescent mechanism in CaS0.:Dy 

Calcium sulphate, CaSO., doped with dysprosium is now used extensively in 
personnel dosimetry. Although many articles in the literature have 
concentrated on the properties of this material relevant to its use as a 
dosemeter, very few reports have provided an understanding of the basic 
mechanisms involved. 

One model that has been proposed to explain the trapping and detrapping 
mechanisms that occur is the following (Nambi et al, 1974); incident X or y 
radiation excites an electron from the sulphate lattice and this electron is 
trapped by a dysprosium ion leaving a hole trapped at the lattice site, i.e. 

3+ - 2+ Dy + e Radiation Dy (hole trapped at lattice site) 

On heating up the material the reverse occurs 

2+ 3+ _ 
Dy Heat Dy • e (hole released at lattice site) 
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The excited dysprosium ion decays to its ground state with the emission of 
light (the measured thermoluminescence) at 475nm, 570nm, 675nm and 750nm. The 
first two emissions are the most prominent. 

To investigate this model we are conducting ESR experiments at honash 
University to identify the nature of the trapping sites associated with each 
peak in the thermoluminescent glow curves. This will be achieved by studying 
the temperature depedence of the various ESR signal intensities and 
correlating their disappearance with the appearance of specific glow peaks. 
These effects need not occur at the same temperature. Preliminary results 
obtained from CaSO. powder X-irradiated at 230K show a number of resonance 
lines in the g=2 region which can be attributed to radicals such as SO" 
SO3, SOj and O3 (Gupta et al 1974). 

Information regarding glow peak structure is obtained using the apparatus 
described earlier. Measurements in the temperature range 77-600K indicate 
that the main peaks from CaS04:Dy occur at 303K, 353K, 403K and 489K when 
the sample heating rate is IK/sec. The thermoluminescent emission at each of 
these temperatures is always that associated with the decay of the excited 
dysprosium ion. 

ii. ESR and TL in CaO and CaO:Mg 

The ESR of both CaO and CaO:Mg has been studied by several authors (see for 
example Weightman and Hall 1973; Boas et al 1973, 1976; Henderson 1980; 
McGeehin et al 1975), and the presence of a number of signals whose appearance 
depends on both the temperature and prior illumination with UV light noted. 
Both materials show thermoluminescence after exposure to light of wavelength 
below 500nm. However, their glow curves and emission spectra behave very 
differently, with the pure CaO showing peaks at around 100K, 170K, 240K and 
400K, whilst the Ca0;Mg shows peaks in the emission at 95K, 125K, 170K, 220K 
and 495K. 

The emission of the pure CaO occurs at around 510nm, whilst that of CaO:Mg is 
temperature dependent, being predominantly 690nm at 300K, but having a 
prominent emission at 610nm and 690nm at 90K. This phenomenon has been 
commented on by other authors (Welch et al 1976, Henderson 1980) but their 
explanation does not seem satisfactory. Further studies should help to 
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elucidate this phenomenon and also the relationship between the ESR spectra 
and the glow curve peaks. 

CaU and CaO:Mg are of interest from the fundamental viewpoint as relatively 
simple materials and from the applied viewpoint as possible UV dosimetry 
materials ano as models for LiF:Hg,Ti; a common dosemeter material. 

iii. Defects in Zircon 

Zircon, ZrSiO., is a natural mineral showing intense thermolumincscence(TL) 
and is useo in archeometry and in geology for dating by the thermoluminescence 
dating method. The TL mechanisms in zircon are virtually unknown and work is 
being planned to study the TL emission of zircon and relate it to magnetic 
resonance studies. These studies, using ESR and ENDOR spectroscopy, have 
identified three radiation damage centres in natural 2ircon, labelled centres 
I, II and III. Centre I has been identified using ENDOR (Barker and Hutton 
1973) and is an 0~ anion (i.e. a hole centre) in the next nearest neighbour 
position to a substitutional yttrium impurity. 

ESR investigations (Danby and Hutton 1980) of centre II support its assignment 
to a similar hole centre I. work is currently in progress to confirm this by 
an ENOOR experiment. 
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PULSE RADIOLYSIS STUDIES IN ELECTRON-IRRADIATED GASES 

J G Young and R Cooper 

This study was undertaken in conjunction with Dr. R Cooper of the Department 
of Physical Chemistry, Melbourne University, to determine the absolute 
emission yields from excimer gas lasers. These results will enable the output 
yields of gas lasers to be determined as well as providing data to compare 
with original theories of radiation chemical action. In addition, if the 
absolute emission yielo and the transition probability of a particular excited 
state of a gas are known, the number of molecules in that excited state can be 
calculated. Absolute emission yields (G-values) are normally defined as the 
number of photons emitted from an excited state per lOUeV of energy absorbed 
by the gas. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

(i) Light Emission 

Light Emission from rare gas mixtures was produced by irradiating them with 
6ns pulses of 0.6MeV electrons from a Febetron 706 electron source. The light 
emitted as the excited gas mixtures return to their ground states is collected 
by a quartz lens and focussed onto the entrance slits of a Spex 
monochromator. It is then detected by an RCA 1P28 photomultiplier tube at the 
exit slits of the monochromator. 

(ii) Calibration of the optical system. 

The optical set-up described in (i) above was calibrated absolutely using 
radiometric techniques. This absolute calibration involved the use of an 
electrically calibrated thermopile, a pyroelectric detector whose response is 
traceable to an NBS standard lamp, a high stability xenon lamp and a set of 
narrow band-pass filters. 

A relative calibration of the optical set-up was also carried out using 9,10 
diphenyl anthracene, a standard fluorescent scintillator of known quantum yield. 

(Hi) Dosimetry. 

The energy deposited in the rare gas mixtures by the high energy electrons was 
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determined using conventional ozone dosimetry and relative stopping power 
tables. 

Oxygen at a variety of gas pressures was irradiated by 0.6MeV eletrons and, 
from absorption measurements, the number of ozone molecules produced was 
determined. Thus, from the average energy required to produce one ion in 
oxygen and relative stopping power tables the energy deposited in the rare gas 
mixtures could be determined. 

(iv) Absolute emission yields. 

Initial emission yield studies were made on nitrogen and mixtures of nitrogen 
and neon. Preliminary measurements of the (0,0) and (0,3) excited states of 3 the second positive band of nitrogen [C *v) are shown in table 1. Also 
shown are the absolute emission yields for continuous irradiation of nitrogen 
with electrons or positive ions, as obtained by other researchers. It was 
shown that the relative light yield from the (0,0), (0,1), (0,2) and 10,3) 3 vibronic transitions of the C »n band varied according to their transition 
probabilities. 

The effect of adding neon to 1 torr of nitrogen produced a linear relationship 
between light yields and neon pressure (Figure 1) from 50 to 380 torr. It 
therefore appears that two processes are involved: 

1. excitation of the pure nitrogen, and 

2. a process dependant on the neon pressure. 

An absolute emission yield of 0.027 was calculated for the second process. 
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TABLE 1 

G-VALUES FOR THE (0,0) and (0,3) EXCITED STATES 
FOR THE SECOND POSITIVE BAND OF NITROGEN 

EXCITED ELECTRONS HARTMAN (1968) DAVIDSON AND DUNN AND 
STATE (0.6MeV) ELECTRONS O'NEIL (1964) HOLLAND (1971) 

(0.16 - IkeV) ELECTRONS POSITIVE IONS 
(50keV) (1 - 5MeV) 

LANGLEY (1973) 
POSITIVE IONS 
(0.3 - 2MeV) 

(0,0) 0.084 0.035 
(ABSOLUTE) 

(0,3) 0.012 0.0039 
(RELATIVE) 

0.149 

0.015 0.0042 

0.026 - 0.057 

0.0036 
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Figure 1: Light yield versus neon pressure for the (0,0) state of the second 
positive band of nitrogen. 
(1 Torr of nitrogen with neon added) 
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EVALUATION OF THE QR6AN DOSE TO MINERS IN AN OPEN-CUT URANIUM MINE 

0 J Wilson and 0 G Young 

ABSTRACT 

It is usually accepted that the major radiation hazard in a uranium mine is 
from the inhalation of the decay products of radon gas. However, the 
raoiation hazard from external gamma radiation may become significant when 
high grade uranium ore is mined. 

An experiment was undertaken which simulated the exposure situation when a 
miner stands on an extended ore body containing high grade ore lenses. 
Radiation from sources above ground level such as ore faces were not 
considered. 

The experiment involved exposing a STANDARD HAN radiotherapy phantom to a 
radium-226 source arranged in circular plane configurations of various 
diameters. The energy spectrum from the radium-226 source was degraded by 
attenuation of the y-rays through 4cm of concrete in oroer to approximate more 
closely the energy spectrum from an ore body. Absorbed dose measurements were 
performed using thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD). Gelatin capsules 
containing LiF:Mg,Ti powder were located in the phantom at or close to the 
organ sites of interest. In addition, the TLD capsules, as well as TLD 
personal monitoring badges, containing CaS0.:Dy in teflon discs, were used 
to measure the skin dose at the head, chest and waist of the phantom. A 
relationship was determined between the reading of the personal monitoring 
badge and the absorbed dose to the organ of interest. This was referred to as 
the badge/organ factor. 

Of the organ investigated, the experimental results showed that the testes 
received the largest absorbed dose for all source diameters. The badge/organ 
factor for the testes was less dependent on source diameter when the TLD badge 
was worn at the waist than when worn at other positions on the body. 

Note; This is the abstract of a paper presented at the Annual Conference 
of the Australian Radiation Protection Society held in Sydney, 
24-27 August, 1981, and it will be published in a future Issue of 
the Bulletin of this Society. 
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TLD PERSONAL WOHITWIW6 Of EXTERNAL 6AMHA RAY EXPOSURE IN 
URANIUM MINES USIM6 CaSOa:uy IN TEFLON DISCS 

J F Boas, A Murray and J G Young 

INTRODUCTION 

It is usually accepted that the main radiation hazard to uranium miners arises 
from the inhalation of radon daughters (Holaday 1969). However, gamma ray 
exposure rates as high as approximately 4 uC kg h have been reported 
for an underground mine (Frank and enton 1981) and approximately 2.6 pC 
kg h for an open cut mine (Hi Her 1977). These measurements show the 
need to monitor the external gamma ray exposure of mine employees, 
particularly if high ore grades are expected. 

A number of authors have reported the monitoring of personal exposure to gamma 
radiation in a uranium mine. McCurdy et al. (1969) proposed the use of 
CaF~:Dy in conjunction with the monitoring of radon and radon daughter 
exposures. Miller (1977) described the use of standard film badges as 
personal monitors in an open cut mine and found good agreement between the 
dose equivalent derived from the film badges and from area radiation surveys. 
In contrast, Frank and Benton (1981) found very poor agreement between the 
absorbed dose derived from area radiation surveys and from personal monitoring 
of selected miners using LiF thermoluminescent dosemeters. 

This paper reports the application of CaS0.:Dy in teflon discs to the 
measurement of personal exposure from external gamma radiation at the Nabariek 
uranium mine in the Northern Territory of Australia. These were selected as 
the most suitable dosemeter material because of their high sensitivity and 
resistance to fading in the humidity and high temperatures (up to 50*C) of the 
Northern Territory. Tests were undertaken at the Australian Radiation 
Laboratory ano in the field at Nabariek to assess some of the factors 
affecting the reliability and accuracy of the measurements of personal 
exposure. The results of the monitoring program for mine employees are 
described elsewhere (Leach et al. 1980). 

Note: In this paper, exposures are given in microcoulombs per kilogram, 
where 1 mR * 0.258 pC kg . To convert exposures from wC kg to mR 
one may multiply by approximately 4. 
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LABORATORY TESTIN6 

The CaSO4:0y in teflon discs were obtained from Teledjme Isotopes (U.S.A.) 
and were annealed for 2 hours at 280*C before use. After exposure, the discs 
were pre-heated to 135*C for 30s ana then read out for 30s as the teaperature 
rose to 270*C. After each readout the discs were annealed as described 
above. With this processing cycle, the residual theraoluminescence of the 
discs corresponded to an exposure of 0.20 ± 0.05 *C kg and the ainiaua 
detectable exposure (95°/o confidence level) was found to be 0.1 »C kg . 
A nuaber of tests were carried out as described below. 

1. The reduction in theraoluminescent output (fading) of discs given a 
single exposure of 129 »C kg was 8°/o over a 7 week period at 22*C, 
10°/o over a 2 week period at 50*C and 40°/o over 1 week at 77*C. At 
all temperatures, fading occurred most rapidly within the first few days 
after exposure, and was found to be independent of the exposure 
received. Discs given the same exposure of 129 »C kg" faded by 
17°/o after storage for a 7 week period at Nabarlek where the daily 
teaperature reached 33*C. These tests involved a single large exposure 
followed by a period where fading could occur, whereas the exposure in 
the field is received at unknown times during the whole period. It is 
therefore difficult to take fading into account in calculations of the 
actual exposure received. 

2. The discs showed a linear response to exposures from Cs ana Co 
over the range 2.58 uC kg to 2.58 mC kg . 

3. The sensitivity of each disc on repeated use was found to vary radomly 
over 15 cycles of exposure, readout and anneal, but was always within 
• 3°/o of the initial calibration. 

4. Prolonged immersion in water or detergent solutions reduced the 
subsequent readout of an exposed disc and the sensitivity of the disc on 
re-use. However, immersion for a few hours did not appear to have a 
significant effect. 

5. Our measurements, and those of other authors (see e.g. Yamashita et al. 
1971) show that sunlight ana room fluorescent light can add to the 
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exposure of a previously unexposed disc or cause the fading of an exposed 
one. It is therefore necessary to ensure that holders are light tight 
and that exposure to light during processing is minimized. 

6. The contribution to the total exposure in a uranium mine from gamma rays 
of energy less than 100 keV has been shown to be small (Beck 1972). 
However, the increase in thermoluminescent output of CaS04:Dy per unit 
exposure to gamma radiation of energy less than 150 keV could result in 
an overestimate of the total exposure. Measurements of the relative 
thermoluminescent output of discs exposed to filtered x-ray beams of 
various effective energies showed that shielding the discs with 
approximately 2 mm copper provides an almost uniform response to y-ray 
energies down to 80 keV and a very rapid decrease in response for lower 
energies. At 40 keV, the response was less than 5 percent of that at 
80 keV. 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

Following experiments described above, a holder for the discs for the personal 
monitoring of uranium mine employees was designed by Dr. L J Martin of this 
Laboratory. This holder may contain two discs, one shielded by approximately 
4 mm of plastic and the other shielded by approximately 2 mm of copper and 
2 mm of plastic. Further experiments were undertaken in the field to estimate 
the backgrounds which must be subtracted before calculating the occupational 
exposure, to compare the exposures as measured by TLD with those measured by 
conventional film badge and area monitoring and to establish the variations in 
radiation field above the ore body which may affect the calculation of the 
dose equivalent. 

In order to calculate the occupational exposure, it is necessary to know the 
"background" exposures received by the discs outside working hours. The 
holders were stored in the site office at Nabarlek prior to issue to and after 
collection from the mire employees. Here the exposure rate varied between 
1.37 and 1.81 »C kg' per week during the mining period, with a mean value 
of 1.50 • 0.10 pC kg" per week. During the wearing period of 4 weeks, V.e 
holders were stored in the decontamination room for the 98 hours per week when 
the employees were off duty. Here the exposure rate ranged between 2.79 to 
3.43 pC kg" week , with a mean value of 3.05 + 0.07 pC kg per week. 
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In the living quarters, the exposure rate ranged from 0.39 to 0.62 pC kg 
per week, with a mean value of 0.43 ±_ 0.03 uC kg per week. These figures 
may be compared with the background exposure rate at the Laboratory of 
0.36 ^ 0.03 wC kg per week. The variation in the exposure rates with time 
at Nabarlek arose from the increase in radiation levels during the mining 
period as the mine and ore stockpile developed. 

The exposure received whilst the holders were in transit from A.R.L. to 
Nabarlek and return was found to be less than 0.25 pC kg" . 

Throughout the 4 /2 month mining period, members of the Laboratory were 
present at Nabarlek, where they carried out an extensive series of field 
measurements (Leach et al. 1980). Each wore both an A.R.L. TLO personal 
monitoring holder and a conventional film badge, and whilst on duty kept a 
record of the exposure rate as measured by a StudsviK 2414A portable 
scintillation detector, and the time spent in radiation areas. The exposures 
received are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of Personal Exposure as recorded by 
TLD, Film and Area Monitoring" 

Estimate from 
Subject TLD Film Exposure Record 

(pC kg - 1) (pC kg - 1) (pC kg - 1) 

1 5 5 4 
2 6 5 3 
3 33 29 33 
4 32 31 35 
5 13 18 28 
6 14 20 21 
7 13 13 16 
8 15 13 16 
9 26 25 34 
10 17 15 18 
11 70 67 61 
12 30 21 30 
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The exposure record is not expected to be very accurate because a 
characteristic of the gamma radiation field was the presence of very localized 
"hot spots", where the exposure rate could vary from around 0.5 yC kg 
h to over 10 uC kg h over distances of less than 10 metres. The 
exposure rate also varied with height above the ground. Similar variations 
have been found at other mines (Miller 1977, Sonne 1981). It can be seen that 
film and TLD results are generally in agreement to better than 30°/o, and in 
most cases are also within 30°/o of the exposure record. This generally 
good agreement may be contrasted with the results of Frank and Benton (1981). 

Measurements were made of the variation of exposure rate with height over a 
5 m diameter tank which contained ore with an average uranium concentration of 
2.5 percent. This radiation field was expected to be similar to that above 
the ore body. Holders which contained two discs were used, one shielded by 
0.8 mm copper and the other only by plastic of thickness less than 0.1 mm. 
The results are shown in Figure 1. 

•O-i 

un»M«ld«0 discs (A) 
shielded discs (8) 

HEIGHT ABOVE ORE TANK (m) 

Figure 1. Variation of the exposure rate with height above the surface of the 
ore tank for shielded (0.8 mm copper) and unshielded discs. 
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Both shielded and unshielded discs showed that there was a decrease in 
exposure rate with height above the surface, although their responses differed 
in detail for the first 82 cm. This difference was investigated further by 
exposing a second series of discs at various heights above the ground, with 
these discs being shielded either by about 4 mm plastic or 2.4 mm copper and 
2 mm plastic. Once again, the exposure rate was observed to decrease with 
height even though in this case there were no significant differences at a 
given height between the exposure rates as recorded by the two shielding 
configurations. It may be concluded that there is a component of the 
radiation unable to penetrate 0.1 mm of plastic at a height of 82 cm, and 4 mm 
of plastic or 0.8 mm of copper at ground level. This strongly suggests that 
the less penetrating component consists of one or more of soft x-rays or 
Y-rays, secondary electrons arising from photon interactions or B-particles 
from the decay of uranium daughters. 

The variation with height of the exposure rate due to the penetrating 
component of the radiation means that the exposure measured by the disc is not 
a whole body exposure, but a measure of the exposure at the position of the 
TLO dosemeter on the body. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results show that provided the appropriate precautions are taken, 
CaS0.:Dy in teflon discs shielded by approximately 2 mm of copper gives a 
reliable and accurate estimate of the exposure of workers to external 
Y-radiation in a uranium mine. Close to ore surfaces there is a less 
penetrating component of the radiation, due to one or more of soft X- or 
Y-rays, secondary electrons or e-particles. However these are regarded as 
being of relatively minor importance as an external radiation hazard to the 
whole body, because of their short range in tissue. 
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PHOTON TRANSPORT AND ATTENUATION IN SHIELDING MATERIALS 

J E N Thomson and 0 J Wilson 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of high intensity bremsstrahlung beams in medicine and research often 
pose some difficult shielding problems, the solution of which may require a 
detailed knoweldge of gamma ray transport. The buildup of Compton scattered 
photons contributes significantly to the energy fluence through the medium. 
To further our knowledge in this area an experimental and theoretical study is 
being made of the transmission of photons, with energies up to 10 MeV, through 
thick shields. An important aspect of the project will be the measurement and 
evaluation of the shielding properties of high density concretes such as 
'barytes concrete'. 

NATURE OF THE WORK 

The experimental work involves the development and use of various techniques 
to measure the exposure rate, energy fluence and energy distribution of the 
photons transmitted through thick slabs. Ionization chambers and 'air 
equivalent' monitors are used for the exposure rate measurements. Sodium 
iodide spectrometers are used to measure the spectrum of transmitted photons 
and techniques to make allowance for the non-ideal response of these detectors 
are being investigated. A new technique for measuring the total energy 

1-3 fluence is being developed using Moxon-Rae detectors. These 
fast-response sensitive detectors have an efficiency proportional to photon 
energy and hence the total count rate is proportional to the energy fluence. 
The Moxon-Rae detector uses a carbon converter within which Compton scattering 
occurs and the resulting Compton electron is detected by a thin plastic 
scintillator and photomultiplier tube. As the range of the electron in the 
converter is approximately proportional to its energy, the probability of the 
electron escaping the converter and being detected is also approximately 
proportional to the electron energy and hence proportional to the incident 
photon energy. 

Because of the complex nature of the scattering, no analytic solutions exist 
even for simple geometries. The problem has traditionally been treated by 
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Monte-Carlo techniques or by calculations such as the moments and discrete 
ordinates methods which use approximate solutions to the Boitzmann transport 
equation. Computer codes employing these techniques are being set up and 
evaluated. 

CURRENT STATUS AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 

Investigations using monochromatic sources indicated that the above techniques 
could be applied to transmission measurements using bremsstrahlung from the 
Melbourne University Betatron. A lengthy preliminary experiment has been 
completed in which the shielding properties of ordinary concrete were 
studied. The data is still being analysed but preliminary results indicate 
that: 

(a) Sodium iodide spectra of sufficient quality to be unfolded can be 
obtained using the pulsed betatron beam. Spectra were obtained for 
6,8 and 10 MeV beams having passed through a 65cm thickness of 
concrete. They were obtained both within the beam line and also at 
10cm outside the beam line. The beam diameter was approximately 
1 cm and the spectra were obtained using a 7.5cm x 7.5cm sodium 
iodide detector. Figure 1 is the 6 MeV spectrum for the detector 
within the beam line and figure 2 is the spectrum outside the beam 
line. 

(b) The Moxon-Rae detectors provide a satisfactory and efficient method 
of measuring energy fluence particularly for very thick slabs. The 
analysis is being extended to unfold the continuous energy spectrum 
of the incident bremsstrahlung so as to give shielding parameters 
as.a direct function of photon energy. 
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Figure 1: Sodium iodide spectrum for a 
bremsstrahiung beam through 
65 cm. of concrete, (detector 
on the beam axis). 

Figure 2: Sodium iodide spectrum for a 
bremsstrahiung beam through 
6b cm. of concrete, (detector 
10 cm. off beam axis. 

Efforts to calculate the shielding parameters have concentrated mainly on the 
use of the Monte Carlo Method. An easy to use straightforward computer code 
has been written for the Department of Health IBM 370 computers. The program 
may be run for slab or spherical shielas. Calculations performed with it have 
been in agreement with the results of the above experiment. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison between the 8 MeV bremsstrahiung weighted energy 
buildup factors for concrete, both measured and calculated. The measurements 
were made using the Moxon-Rae detector. The calculated values of the 
bremsstrahiung weighted buildup factors were obtained in the first place using 
the above Monte-Carlo program and secondly using the forward scatter model 
developed by Lokan et a1. 

The code MORSE 5 has been obtained from Oak Ridge and is at present 
operational on the above computers. The appropriate cross section libraries 
are currently being generated so chat comparison can be made with the results 
of the above experiment. 
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Figure 3: Bremsstrahlung weighted buildup factors for 
8 MeV. bremsstrahlung through ordinary 
concrete. 
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ELECTRON INDUCED ATOMIC REACTION STUDIES 

D V Webb (in collaboration with B M Spicer, I G Fuss and R Hellstroom 
- School of Physics, University of Melbourne) 

The scattering of electrons from atoms is a powerful tool for probing the 
properties of bound electrons. Above incident energies of 1 MeV it is 
possible to obtain information about the momentum distribution of the inner 
shell electrons, particularly for the heavier atoms. Atomic form factors and 
scattering factors can be extracted which are related to absorption cross 
sections and hence to photon attenuation coefficients. By measuring in 
coincidence both the scattered and ejected electrons, the kinematic conditions 
are restricted such that particular electronic quantum states of the residual 
ion can be selected to give direct information on the momentum space wave 
function of the struck electron. 

To carry out a program of measurement of these functions, a magentic 
spectrometer based on an energy loss principle was designed to match the 
anticipated energy dispersion of the University of Melbourne betatron. Two 
magneto-optics computer codes have been used: TRANSPORT, a beam matrix 

2 3 
code, and RAYTRACE, a higher order ray tracing code from MIT. The 
latter code is operational on the Department of Health IBM 370 computers. 
Construction started on two of these spectrometers while the author was still 
a member of the School of Physics. A modular assembly was adopted to 
facilitate mobility as it was intenaed that one spectrometer might be used to 
determine the energy spectra of therapy linacs at the Peter McCallum Cancer 
Clinic. Approximately one day a week was spent at the University of Melbourne 
over the past two years to supervise aspects of the project and to carry out 
developmental tests on the spectrometers. 
Initial magnetic field mapping of all entrance and exit faces, including the 
effect of field clamps, resulted in small modifications being made to the 
shape and positioning of the clamps. Final mapping was carried out and good 
parameters were obtained for the RAYTRACE code so that the optical properties 
of the magnets are now well known. A complete spectrometer was assembled in 
the electron beam line at 0* preparatory to carrying out alignment and 
focussing tests. These indicated that the momentum resolution was better than 

3 1 part in 10 which will be satisfactory for the atomic scattering 
experiments being planned. Both spectrometers have been reassembled in a 
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symmetric coplanar geometry to perform a range of atomic (e,2e) 
measurements. Helical wire proportional gas chambers are being built as 
detectors in each focal plane and are to be installed shortly. It is hoped to 
obtain preliminary results in the near future. 
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X-RAY IMAGING WITH MULTI-WIRE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS 

D V Webb and J E M Thompson 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of multi-wire proportional gas counters (foWPC) for radionuclide 
imaging of -r-ray emitters in nuclear medicine has been investigated by several 
groups overseas and a considerable literature has grown during the past 10 
years. While scintillation devices have rapidly become general tools in 
clinical nuclear medicine, the MWPC can have a significant advantage in 
applications where cost anf iMexibility are major limiting factors. Good 
intrinsic spatial resolution down to a fraction of a millimeter can be 
obtained while handling relatively high count rates. Materials are readily 
available and lend themselves to large scale construction. The operation of a 
simple MWPC is usually limited by a relatively poor detection efficiency and 
coarse energy resolution but techniques have been developed to improve these 
aspects. 

We are currently developing suitable MWPC configurations for application in 
two specific areas. The first is in the 2-dimensional imaging of 
radio-nuclide distributions with emphasis on the detection of the 140 keV 

99m •y-rays from Tc. It is intended to extend this development towards higher 
energy y-r&ys such that adaptation to a large scale positron camera would be 
possible. 

The second area is in the field of mammography where it is required to detect 
microcalcifications down to sizes of a few hundred microns. Estimates of 
patient dose suggest that a reduction of 10 or more could be achieved over 
conventional radiography or xerography. Construction of a prototype scanning 
device incorporating a MWPC has commenced after discussions of the clinical 
requirements with a Melbourne hospital. Further collaboration will be 
required to test the device under clinical conditions. 

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 

In order to test counter configurations, a pressure tank has been built which 
is capable of withstanding 5 atmospheres with minimum window distortion. 
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Fabrication of the anode and cathode planes using fibreglass printeo circuit 
board formers allowed the evaluation of anode-cathode plane separations and 
wire diameters and spacings. A P10 mixture of argon/methane gas was used for 
optimizing these parameters and to establish the high voltage characteristics. 

It was impractical to fill the large volume of this vessel with similar 
mixtures using xenon because of the high cost of this gas. Nevertheless, the 
test facility has served to evaluate the electrical properties of several 
position readout techniques. Two types were investigated in detail. A charge 
splitting technique suggested by Alberi2 was employed which produced very 
high resolution in the direction along the wires. This was offset by severe 
limitations in obtaining fast analogue or digital division of the collected 
charge pulses. A delay line method using miniature coaxial cable has been 
tried also with more success oue to its relative simplicity and reliability. 
Again the count rate is somewhat limited, in this case by the need for time tu 
amplitude conversion. 

Based on the results from the prototype constructions, a self-contained, 
sealed MWPC with small internal volume has been constructed for use with 
several xenon/methane gas mixtures. The cathode planes are 5C pm thick copper 
laminates on the inner surface of the outer printed circuit board panels. The 
anode wires are 20 pm diameter gold-plated tungsten wire laid with a spacing 
of 1.27 mm. The nominal anode-cathode plane spacing was 3.2 mm and the 
overall sensitive area of the chamber was 50 cm . The chamber was typically 
filled with about 2 atmospheres of 80 °/o xenon and 20 °/o methane gas 
mixture. A measure of the resolution of this system is shown by the 
multi-channel analyzer output from the delay-line readout system mentioned 
above (Figure 1). An americium-241 source provided 60 keV v-rays which passeo 
through a 1 mm diameter lead collimator held approximately 1 cm above the 
chamber. Events on individual wires are clearly seen and the spread is 
consistent with the solid angle constrained by the collimator. Even better 
spatial resolution can be expected for 20 keV x-rays that are typically used 
for mammography and development of a chamber with closer anode wire spacing is 
being carried out. 

The need for a fast readout system is particularly important in mammography 
where a total count rate of some 10 8 events per second will be required to 
remove statistical ambiguity of detected events. To accomplish the necessary 
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speed, a systea of individual wire readout and parallel processing is being 
developed. Position co-ordinates can be siaultaneously obtained in one 
direction froa the anode wires while the co-ordinate in the other direction 
can be extracted froa the position of a transverse fan or slit beaa. Scanning 
the beaa parallel to the tnode wires gives a sequence of slices of the iotal 
x-ray transaission. Prototype sealed chancers have been constructed to verify 
that sufficient spatial resolution can be obtained and an inexpensive readout 
system which uses standard logic gates as individual wire amplifiers has been 
built and tested. 
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Figure 1: Multichannel analyzer output from the 
delay line readout system. 
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DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE AFFINITY CONSTANT RATIO OF 
1 2 5 I-LABELLED DIGOXINS TO A 3H-DIG0XIN USING A DUAL COUNTING METHOD 

J Baldas ana •] L Taylor 

INTRODUCTION 

Steroid radioinmunaossays using either tritiated or the higner specific 
activity iodine-125 labelled tracers have found widespread use in clinical 
chemistry. Detailed comparisons have been reported between * 2 5 i - ana 
3 H - labelled tracers and between differently 1 2 5 I - labelled tracers for a 
number of steroids including digoxin.1 

We have developed a method whereby the affinity constant ratio ( K l o c / K j 
125 3 U i > 3 

for an I- to H- labelled steroid is determined directly by allowing a 
mixture of both the labelled antigens to compete simultaneously for antibody 

2 binding sites. Assuming ideal behaviour and an univalent homogenous 
antibody it can be shown that at equilibrium 

K125 _ H (1) 
K 3 T 125 - 1 

B125 
The affinity constant ratio K, o c/K, is expressed in terms of the 
reciprocal of the fractions bound, 3/B0 and 125/B 1 0 C for the ° H -

125 J 1 " 
and I- labelled tracers respectively. This method does not require the 
specific activity of the tracers to be known. The presence of unlabel led 
antigen does not interfere except to reduce the amount of antibody available. 
MATERIALS AND METHOD 

Labelled digoxins 

3 3 Digoxin [ H] for [ H] Radioimmunoassay was obtained from Becton Dickinson 
1?5 Immunodiagnostics, Orangeburg, U.S.A. The I- labelled digoxins, 

designated A-D, were obtained as follows: 
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125 
A. Digoxin I from Digoxin klA Kit, The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, 

England. 
125 

B. Digoxin [ I] Tracer for Digoxin Radioimmunoassay, New England 
Nuclear, North Billerica, U.S.A., specific activity 3613 dpm/pg. 

C. Radioactive Digoxin RD29, Wellcome Reagents Ltd., Beckenham, England, 
specific activity approx. 700 Ci/mmol (26 TBq/mmol;. 

125 
D. Digoxin Tracer [ I], 3-0- succinyl digoxigenin - L - tyrosine 

125 ~ 
[ I], Becton Dick inson Immunodiagnostics. 3 The specific activities of the H-digoxin and tracers A and D were not 

specified. 
Radioactive Counting 

1 ml of the supernate (bound fraction) was counted in a Packard Model A5912 
auto-gamma scintillation spectrometer, and then a 0.9 ml aliquot removed and 
counted in a Searle Analytic, Analytic 92, liquid scintillation system using 
Riafluor (New England Nuclear) as the scintillation fluid. The ratio of 

125 the liquid scintillation to gamma counting efficiency for I, typically 
1.038, was determined, at each run, by countinn aliquots containing only 
125 3 

I in each counter. The H count rate was calculated from the total 
liquid scintillation count rate as -3 H cpm/ml = [total rpm (liquid scintillation) -

1?5 

I cpm (gamma) x 0.9 x 1.038]/0.9 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Assuming a homogenous antibody, equation 1 requires that the K 1 0 C / K . ratio 

125 3 ° 
remains constant for varying I- to H-digoxin ratios. This is 

125 confirmed by Table 1 where the ^\oJ^2 r a t l ° * o r I-digoxin A and 
H-digoxin is shown to remain sensibly constant over four runs performed on 

125 four different days. With the I-digoxin kept constant, varying the 3 H-digoxin concentration by a factor of three results in the fraction bound 
of both labelled digoxins being about halved. 
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TABLE 1 
Fractions bound (b/T) and affinity constant ratio (K 1 9 K/IU) for 

125 3 
I-digoxin A and H-digoxin. 

Volume ratio* 12bi B/T 3H B/T K125/K3 
a 0.564 0.563 1.004 
b 0.413 0.424 0.956 
c 0.299 0.305 0.972 

a 0.656 0.612 1.210 
b 0.428 0.434 0.976 
c 0.303 0.312 0.959 

a 0.615 0.617 0.992 
b 0.432 0.433 0.996 
c 0.291 0.312 0.905 

a 0.603 0.622 0.923 
b 0.423 0.442 0.926 
c 0.302 0.319 0.924 

125 * a, b and c refer to 100 pi of I-digoxin A and 100, 200 and 300 pi 
respectively of ̂ H-digoxin in the incubations. 

125 
K125* / K3 r a t i o s f o r f o u r s e P a r a t e r u n s f o r I-digoxins A, C and D and 
three runs for B, are summarized as the average of the three volume ratios at 
each run in Table 2 and over all runs in Table 3. 

TABLE 2 
K 1 2 5 / K 3 Ratios at each run 

l 2 5l-Digox1n K125/ K3 ( m e a n - s - d > ) 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 

A 0.977 • 0.024 1.048 + 0.14 0.964 + 0.051 0.924 + 0.002 
B 1.43 +0.10 1.74 +0.12 1.39 +0.14 
C 1.005 + 0.045 0.886 + 0.090 0.938+0.078 0.917 + 0.098 
D 2.07 + 0.39 2.28 + 0.51 2.00 • 0.36 2.23 + 0.59 
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TABLE 3 
Overall K125^3 r a t * o s * o r 

1 2 5I-d igoxins 
3 and H-digoxin. 

125i_Digoxir , ^125/^3 
(Mean + s.d.) 

n* coeff. var. 
(°/o) 

A 0.979 • 0.080 12 8.2 
B 1.52 + 0.20 9 13.2 
C 0.937 + 0.082 12 8.8 
0 2.14 + 0.42 12 19.6 

* number of determinations. 

The constancy of KIOK/'S w i t n i n a n d between runs (Table 2) for 
I-digoxins A and C (overall C.V. less than 10 /o), and to a lesser 

125 extent B and 0, confirms the general validity of the method. I-Digoxins 
125 A and C (an I-tyrosine digoxin derivative) have a similar affinity to 

3 125 
H-digoxin while B (an I-histamine digoxin derivative) and D 125 (digoxigenin - 3 - 0 - succinyl - I-tyrosine) have a considerably higher 125 affinity. The high affinity, in general, of steroid I-histamine 

3 1 
derivatives is well known and Barbieri and Gandolfi have reported , on 
the basis of displacement studies, the higher affinity of digoxigenin - 3 - 0 125 - succinyl - I-tyrosine to that of a tritiated digoxin. 

Dual tritium and .iodine - 125 counting 

125 3 4 
The counting of I and H in dual labelled samples has been reported 
but the technique has been little used. The two radioisotopes cannot be 
satisfactorily directly counted by liquid scintillation using energy 
discrimination since the two pulse height spectra largely coincide. Ayrey et 4 al. have, however, proposed a method whereby liquid scintillation counting 
alone may be used by counting the sample before and after the addition of a 
tetraalkyl tin derivative to the scintillation fluid. The two counter method 

125 3 
has the advantage that I may be counted without interference by H and, 125 since the I counting efficiency ratio by liquid scintillation to gamma 3 counting 1s readily determined, the H cpm may be found from the total 
liquid scintillation cpm by difference. In the present work, since B/T ratios 
only are used, the absolute 1 2 5 i and 3 H counting efficiencies are not 
required. The gamma counting efficiency for 1 2 5 I may, however be accurately 
determined by the coincidence method 5 » 6 , especially if a gamma counter with 
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Multichannel analyser (as used in the present work) is available. For the 
counters used, the I counting efficiencies were 79.1 and 76.2°/o by 
liquid scintillation and gamma counting respectively. In the two counter 

3 125 technique a high H to I ratio is desirable, but for antibody binding 
studies the practical H count rate will be limited by the relatively low 

3 125 
specific activity of H- compared to i C"'I- labelled tracers. 
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ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN RADIOIMMUNOASSAY 

J Baldas and J L Taylor 

Tritium labelled tracers, particularly steroids, are widely used in 
radiommunoassay . The extent to which antibodies are able to distinguish 
between unlabel led antigens and those labelled with tritium has, however, been 
little studied. 

Jeffcoate and co-workers have reported*- that the high affinity and high 
specificity antibodies raised against an oestradiol-6-albumin conjugate 

3 
distinguished between oestradiol and its ( H)-1abelled forms. Using on 

125 oestradiol-6-histamine - I tracer the cross-reaction (oestradiol = 
100°/o) was reported to be about 60°/o with (6,7-3H) - and about 40°/o 

3 
with (2,4,6,7- H) oestradioh A similar method in a testosterone assay, 
but with a less specific antibody, showed no difference in affinity between 

3 
testosterone and three differently H-labelled testosterone preparations. 

14 The cross-reaction of (4- C) testosterone was, however, reported to be 
about 35 /o. This low value is rather surprising and casts serious doubts 
on the validity of Jeffcoate's results. Secondary isotope effects are 
generally small, even in chemical reactions where bond cleavage occurs, and 
would not be expected to be measurable in antigen/antibody interactions. A 
major difficulty with Jeffcoate's method is that it requires the specific 
activities of the labelled antigens to be accurately known; the values quoted 
by manufacturers may be only approximate. 

3 14 We chose to study the competition between H and C labelled antigens 
directly by allowing an antibody to equilibrate with a mixture of the two 
labelled tracers. This approach will detect small differences in affinity but 

14 is rather restricted in application by the low specific activity of C 
labelled tracers. The Radiochemical Centre Phenytoin RIA kit, which allows 
the assay of 5,5-diphenylhydantoin (1,X=H) in serum over the range 0-80pg/ml 

3 
is,however, suitable and was studied with commercially available H and 

tracers. 

'©-) 
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It is also of interest to compare the chromatographic behaviour of H and 
14 C labelled molecules, in particular as a measure of relative polarity. 

Materials and Methods 

5 5-Di(phenyl-4-3H) hydantoin (1,X=T; specific activity 7.0 MBq/pg) and 5,5-
cphenyl(4- 1 4C) hydantoin U,C*= 1 4C; specific activity 6.8 KBq/ ug) were 
obtained from New England Nuclear, USA. Unlabelled 1_, puriss grade, was 
obtained from Fluka, Switzerland. The labelled diphenylhyaantoins were 
purified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a Spherisorb 5pm 
00S column using 25°/o methanol as eluent. 

The Bhenytoin RIA Kit protocol was followed using mixtures of 3 H and 1 4 C 
tracers and the addition of unlabel led diphenylhydantoin in the range of 0-20 

3 14 pg/ml serum equivalent. Activity ratios ( H/ C) of the added mixtures 
and the free fractions were measured by dual channel liquid scintillation 
counting. 

Results and Discussion 

3 14 The H/ C activity ratios of the added mixtures and the free fractions 
were found to be identical (within counting error) over a fraction bound range 
of 0.15 to 0.90. Significant discrimination by the diphenylhyoantoin antibody 

3 14 between the H and C labelled molecules did not occur. 

In general, some discrimination by antibodies may be expected, particularly 
since hydrogen bonding is thought to play a part in the antigen/antibody 
interaction. It should, however, be noted that hydrogen atoms involved in 
hydrogen bonding are generally labile and would not normally be those 

3 substituted by tritium. The tritium atoms in the ( H)-dipnenylhyaantoin 
would only affect the polarity of the molecule and this is evidently 
insufficient to produce a measurable isotope effect. 

3 14 Mixtures of H ana C labelled diphenylhyaantoin were partially separated 
by HPLC on a reverse phase (0DS) column. A typical separation is shown in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
HPLC of a 3 H and 1 4 C Diphenylhydantoin Mixture 

Fraction 
Number 

3H Activi 
Bq 

ty 14c Act 
bq 

ivity 3H/14C Rati 

53 22 0 -
54 179 0 -
55 2067 39 50 
56 13489 514 26 
57 2-H590 3996 7.2 
58 19089 8666 2.2 
59 4887 5883 0.83 
60 515 1190 0.4 
61 34 98 0.3 

The H/ C ratio of the total mixture was 3.4, thus fraction 56 was 
3 14 

enriched 8 fold in H and fraction 59 about 4 fold in C. The earlier 3 elution of the H- labelled molecules indicated that the 
3 14 
I H)-diphenylhydantoin is more polar than unlabelled or C-labelled 

3 diphenylhydantoin; a result consistent with observations reported for H-3 labelled steroids . 
3 For simple H-labelled moleculr. 't least, HPLC offers a convenient method 

for increasting specific activity by partial separation from unlabelled 
molecules. 
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SYNTHESIS OF SODIUM [2-l*C] VALPROATE 

J 6aIdas 

A collaborative study of the pharmacokinetics and metabolism of the 
antiepileptic agent sodium valproate (sodium dipropylacetate, 1_) was 
undertaken with the Austin Hospital, Melbourne. 

CH3 

(CH 2) 2 

(CH 2) 2 

2 1 - + C*H - C 00 Na 

CH3 

i 
In order to quantitatively measure the gastric absorption in rats and the 
effect of bile flow on hepatic excretion in cats, a carbon-14 labelled 1 was 

14 required. The synthesis of [1- C] valproate had been reported in the 
literature but this tracer was considered to be unsatisfactory, 
especially for metabolic studies, due to extensive in vivo loss of label by 
decarboxylation. 

14 Sodium [2- C] valproate (2), where the label is in a stable position, was 
14 synthesized fropm diethyl [2- C] malonate (3_) by the standard malonic ester 

route: 

* * 
CH 2 (COO Et) 2 Na/EtOH C 3H 7CH (COO Et), 

C 3 H 7 Br 

H i / E t 0 \ (C,H7)?C*(C00 Et) ?
 K O H / H 2 C , 

C 3H 76r * * ' £ d * 

4 
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(C 3H ?) 2C (COO H ) 2 ^ C3 H7^2 C H - C 0 0 H 

i 6 

* 
l C3 H7^2 CH COO" Na + 

2 

Alkylation of 3̂  in "super dry" ethanol with two moles of 1-bromopropane 
followea by hydrolysis of diester 4_ gave the intermediate dipropylmalonic acid 
5_ in 52 /o overall chemical and radiochemical yield (based on 3). The 
radiochemical purity of £ was confirmed by the constant specific activity on 
repeated recrystallization. Thermal decarboxylation of 5_ in a Hickman flask 
gave an 84°/o yield of [2- C] valproic acid (6). The chemical and 
radiochemical purity of £ was established by titration (acid equivalent; found 
143.6, theoretical 144.2) and by thin layer and high performance liquid 
r ad i ochromatography. 

Addition of an equivalent of sodium hydroxide to j> gave the required sodium 
[2- C] valproate {2) with a specific activity of 3.53 kBq/mg (95.4 wCi/g). 
The synthetic method is chemically straightforward but requires considerable 
care in order to obtain reliably good yields in small scale preparations. 

The separation, quantitation and possible structure elucidation of the 
metabolites of £ are being investigated. 
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MECHANISM AND KINETICS OF THE IODINATION OF TYROSINE 

J Baldas and S Colmanet 

PART I 

The reaction of tyrosyl residues with radioactive iodine is the most widely 
used method for the radiolabelling of proteins, peptides and antigen 
conjugates for use in radioimmunoassay. Mayberry and co-workers *»* have 
extensively investigated the iodination of tyrosine Q , X = H) and consider 
the mechanism to proceed as follows: 

+ H* (1) 

- .6,-
o 

R R 

IT I Ii 
O O 

+ I" (2) 

+ BH**3* 

(4) 

OH 
2 

R = CH2CHCOOH 
NH2 

Kinetic studies have generally been performed by the spectrophotometric 
measurement of the disappearance of molecular iodine. This method cannot be 
extended to the "carrier free" levels that are required for radioimmunoassay. 
In order to study and compare mechanisms at carrier and "carrier free" levels 
we have used 3 H_ a n d 14 c_ 1 a b e l l e d S U Dstrates and product analysis. 
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Both the ioainations of tyrosine (1_, X • H) and 3-monoidotyrosine (1_, X = I; 
MIT) are known to be general base catalysed, indicating (although not proving) 
that equation 3 is the rate determining step. To establish that 
carbon-tritium bond cleavage occurs in the rate determining step the kinetic 
isotope effect k H/k T for the iodination of [5- 3Hj MIT was measured. 

The use of [3,5- Hj tyrosine was not practical since it is both difficult to 
obtain fully 3,5-ditritiatea tyrosine ana to control the formation of 
oiiodotyrosine (2, X = I ; DIT). Mixtures of [ > 3 H j MIT and [14C-carboxyl] 
MIT were iodinated to react from 0.2 to 0.8 of the L14C-carboxylj| MIT and 
the products and unreacted starting materials separated by high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC). The kinetic isotope effect was calculated 

3 as 

In L i 4C-MIT] 
14; kH = L C-MIT] Q 

k i l n rttsuj 
rH-MITj Q 

3 where the zero subscripts represent initial concentrations. Unreacted H-
14 and C-MIT were measured directly by liquid scintillation counting and 

[ 3H-MIT] 0 ana L 1 4C-MITJ 0 as 3H-MIT dpm + HTO apm and 4C-MIT dpm + 
C-DIT dpm respectively in the reaction mixtures. 

The H/k T ratios at pH 7.50 were found to be 4.29 ^ 0.25 using molecular 
iodine ana 4.50 ^ 0.26 using chloramine-T/potassium iodide as the iooinating 
agents. These values are consistent with a primary isotope effect, 
establishing that carbon-tritium bond cleavage occurs in the rate determining 
step and confirm that proton abstraction by the general base (eqn.4) is the 
rate determining process. Studies at pH 9.20 were unsuccessful due to side 
reaction! 
on HPLC. 

14 reactions which resulted in the elution of C activity at the solvent front 

4 Dobas et al have reported that the reaction of iodine with phenol ate anion 
(eqn.2) becomes rate determining at low ioaide ion concentrations. We have, 
however, found that, at pH 7.50 and at the very low iodide ion concentration 
maintained by an excess of chloramine-T, proton abstraction (eqn.3) remains 
rate determining. 
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Iodination of mixtures of [2,6- Hj - and i C-carboxyl] - tyrosines ana 
-moniodotyrosines showed that any secondary isotope effects due to tritium 
attached to the carbon next to the reaction centre were too small to be 
detected. 

PART II 

Studies of the iodination of proteins have shown that different tyrosine 
residues may vary widely in both reactivity towards iodine and in k,/k ? 

5 ratios . The kj/k 2 ratios here represents the ratio of the overall rate 
constants for mono- ana oiiooination of tyrosine U ) respectively. 

Model tyrosyl ai- and tripeptides have been reported to all iodinate at the 
same rate indicating that variable reactivity in proteins is due to 
secondary and tertiary structure and not to the amino acid sequence. The 
k-/k_ ratios calculated by Seon and co-workers for tyrosines in a human 
Bence-Jones protein neglect pH effects. 

We have measured the apparent k,/k ratios for the ioaination of [ 3Hj-
14 and [ C] tyrosines using both molecular iodine and chloramine-T/potassium 

iodide at a number of pH values and over a wide range of specific activities. 
For competitive sequential reactions the apparent \l^y r a t i o m a ^ b e 

calculated by solution of the equation 

Ti^ry ( LTJo - LT}0

 2 x) - tSir} L1- |4i0- nq^ry (tri 0 -LT} 0

2 ' j ] - 0 

k2/k x * 1 

where LTj/,T-, is the fraction of the tyrosine (4_) unreacted ana 
LMITj/[DIT] tne ratio of monoiodotyrosine {$) to diiodotyrosine (3_) produced. 
However, since iodination occurs on the phenol ate anions the true reaction 
rate ratio for mono- to diiodination is given by 

kl - kl Kal 
k 2 true k 2 j + [H*] 

where K g l a n d K « are the phenolic ionization constants for tyrosine and 
monoiodotyrosine respectively. 
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The iodinations of 12,3-sidechain - 3Hj tyrosine and [ C-carboxylj 
tyrosine were studied at pH 7.50 and 5.0 over a range of tyrosine 
concentrations froa 1 x 10"* to 1.8 x 10~h\. Results obtained using 
molecular iodine and chloraaine T/potassiua iooioe are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Rate constant ratios for 
the sequential iodination of tyrosine. 

Iodination conditions PH l/» obs 2 true 
C-T/KI, carrier 7.50 1.198 • 0.U39 73.61 • 2.40 
C-T/KI, carrier free 

14 r T C-Tyr 
7.50 1.284 • 0.083 78.90 • 5.23 

C-T/KI, carrier free 7.50 1.328 • 0.081 81.6U • 4.50 
L-[2,3-3H side chainJ Tyr 
I , carrier free 7.50 0.830 • 0.224 50.99 • 13.78 
I ?, carrier free 5.0 0.876 • 0.018 63.45 • 1.35 
C-T/KI, carrier free 5.0 1.304 • 0.054 94.41 • 3.89 

The k./k. ratios were found to renain constant over a wide reaction range 
( [ T ] / m from 0.93 to 0.08) confirming the accuracy of the Method. Tru* 
k./k. radios ranged from 69 to 91 at pH 7.5 and fro* 61 to 100 at pN 5.0. 

8 These values are similar to the values reported by Mayberry et al. from 
kinetic data. 

A direct competitive determination of k./k. by reacting equimolar amounts 
125 of tyrosine and MIT with a limited amount of iooine ( I) under pseuoo 

first-order conditions proved unsatisfactory. Exchange effectively competed 
with substitution. 

The competition between exchange ana substitution is being investigated, in 
particular the roles of general base and nucleophilic catalysis. 
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THE USE OF FURNAMIDINE SULPHINIC ACID IN THE PREPARATION OF 
99mTc-LABELLEU RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS - A CAUTIONARY NOTE 

J Baldas and P M Pojer 

INTRODUCTION 

1 2 Fritzberg and co-workers ' recently introduced formamidine sulphinic acid 
(FSA) as a potential alternative reducing agent for the preparation of 
99m 

Tc-labelled radiopharmaceuticals. We have found that preparations of 
99m 

Tc-HIDA (N, [o-2, 6- dimethylphenylcarbamoylmethyl]iminodiacetic acid) 
using FSA as the reducing agent were significantly different to those using 
stannous chloride both in chromatographic behaviour and in vivo distribution 3 in mice. These differences have been shown to be due to complex formation 
by FSA (or its decomposition products on heating) with reduced pertechnetate. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

99m The optimum temperature for the reduction of Tc- pertechnetate was found 
to be ca 70*C. At lower temperatures reduction was sometimes incomplete. 

In the absence of added complexing agents both phosphate buffered and 
99m unbuffered FSA completely reduced Tc- pertechnetate. On paper 

chromatography in saline all the activity migrated with Rf 0.9, indicating 
that, in addition to reduction, complex formation had occured. The 85°/o 
methanol chromatogram showed the presence of two complexes; at Rf 0.7 (40°/o 
of the activity) and at Rf 0.9 (60°/o) 

99m 
Tc-HIDA prepared with stannous chloride as reductant gave on both saline 

and 85 /o methanol paper chromatography a single peak at Rf 0.8. In 
constrast, when FSA was used as the reducing agent the saline chromatogram 
showed two overlapping peaks at Rf 0.8 and 0.9 and the 85°/o methanol 
chrom'togram two overlapping peaks at Rf 0.7 and 0.85. The MEK chromatograms 99m confirmed the complete reduction of Tc- pertechnetate in all cases. 

The distributions in mice of the 9 9 m T c - preparations at 1 hour after 
injection are shown in the Table. 9 9 m T c - Pertechnetate reduced by either 
phosphate buffered or unbuffered FSA resulted in the urinary excretion of 
about 77 IQ 0 f the injected activity. 
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Both the Tc-HIDA preparations resulted in rapid hepatobiliary excretion 
QCjrn 

and accumulation of activity in the intestines. However, Tc-HIDA 
prepared with stannous ion resulted in ll°/o urinary excretion while the FSA 
preparation resulted in 46°/o urinary excretion. 

TABLE 
Organ distributions in mice at 1 h as percentage of injected activity* 

FSA/ 9 9 mTc 9 9 mTc-HIDA 9 9 mTc-HIDA 
FSA/ 9 9 mTc with phosphate Sn++ FSA 
not buffered buffer preparation* preparation* 

Carcass 11.8 + 1.9 14.4 + 2.3 5.6 + 0.8 
(6.3 + 0.9) 

10.8 j_ 1.3 
(20.1 + 2.2) 

Heart 0.3 + 0.1 0.2 + 0.1 0.1 +0.i 0.2 + 0.1 
Lung 0.4 + 0.1 0.5 + 0.2 0.1 +0.1 0.5 + 0.2 
Liver 4.5 +0.5 2.2+0.3 1.6 + 0.6 

(1.8+0.7) 
6.1 +0.7 

(11.5+1.3) , 
Spleen 0.3 + 0.1 0.3 + 0.4 0.1 +0.1 0.1 + 0.1 
Stomach 0.3 + 0.1 0.4 + 0.2 0.1 +0.1 0.2 + 0.1 
Intestines 3.1 +0.2 3.2 +0.6 81.6 + 2.6 

(91.1 + 2.9) 
34.6 + 1.2 
(64.2 + 2.3) 

Kidneys 1.5 +0.4 1.5 + 0.3 0.2 +0.1 
(0.2 + 0.1) 

1.2 + 0.1 
(2.3 + 0.2) 

Bladder 10.0 + 8.4 1.2 +0.5 2.5 + 1.9 3.3 + 3.2 
Urine 67.8 + 10.3 76.0 + 4.2 8.0 + 1.1 43.0 + 4.1 
Urine and i iladder 77.8 + 2.1 77.2+3.7 10.5 + 1.4 46.3 + 1.2 

* Mean of results for 5 mice +_ 1 SD. 
+ Figures in parentheses are percentage of the activity retained in the body 

(excluding bladder.) 

These results show that in the absence of added complexing agents FSA and/or 
its reduction products effectively complex reduced technetium - 99m. In vivo 
these complexes are excreted into the urine and are biologically stable. The 

99m presence of FSA derived complexes in the Tc-HIDA/FSA preparation was 
evident from both the chromatographic and the in vivo behaviour when compared 

99m with the Tc-HIDA/Sn++ preparation. The similarity of the mouse whole 
99m body scans for the two Tc-HIDA preparations was due to the excretion of 

99m the bulk of the FSA derived complexes in the Tc-HIDA/FSA preparation 
prior to scanning. 
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Fritzberg et al. have reported that the Tc-ethylthiomethylphosphonate 
complex prepared with stannous chloride showed a greater kidney and liver 
retention than when prepared with FSA. This difference in in vivo behaviour 
was probably due to the presence of FSA derived complexes in the FSA 
preparation rather than in the suggested difference in the structure of the 

4 99m 
complex. Scott et al. have prepared Tc- glucoheptonate using FSA and 
have noted a similar blood clearance rate to that of preparations with 
stannous ion. It is, however, evident that the presence of FSA derived 
complexes in renal agents may not be obvious since these complexes are also 
rapidly excreted in the urine. 

The use of only saline and MEK (or 1-butanol) chromatography in the in vitro 
investigation of the complexing of an added ligand with FSA reduced Tc-
pertechnetate is unsatisfactory. The ligand derived and FSA derived 
technetium-99m complexes may not be differentiated in saline. Additional use 
of 85 /o methanol chromatography is recommended. 
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CHEMISTRY OF TECHNETIUM COMPLEXES USED IN 
NUCLEAR MEDICINE 

J Baldas, J Bonnyman, P M Pojer and G A Williams 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of technetiutn-99m complexes have been used in nuclear medicine for 
various functional and imaging studies. Little is known of the structure of 
these compounds or of their mechanism of localisation in vivo. Many of these 
complexes are produced by the addition of sodium pertechnetate ( 9 9 n iTc) to 
"cold kits" which usually contain a stannous salt in the presence of an excess 
of complexing anion. It is still uncertain whether the stannous ion 
participates in technetium-99m complex formation after reduction of 
pertechnetate ion occurs. From a study of the fundamental chemistry of these 
complexes, it is hoped to have a better understanding of their behaviour in 
biological systems enabling the design of better radiopharmaceuticals. 

METHODS 

Complex stoichiometry may be studied at the tracer level by using 
technetium-99 carrier together with ligands of known specific activity. The 
stoichiometry of technetium diethyldithiocarbamate (dtc) which had been 

35 proposed as a biliary agent was shown to be Tc(dtc)„ using S-dtc as a 
ligand. Technetium pyrosphosphate is being studied using 
32 P-pyrophosphate. However attempts to measure the Tc: pyrosphosphate ratio 
in the complex have been uncessful because of difficulties experienced in the 
removal of tin pyrophosphate and the excess complexing agent used for the 
labelling. 

A number of non metal systems for the preparation of technetium complexes have 
been investigated to study the role of tin in technetium-99 
radiopharmaceuticals. Formamidine sulphinic acid (FSA) is a satisfactory 
reducing agent for the preparation of strong Tc complexes such as Tc-HIDA but 
is unsatisfactory with ligands that form weaker Tc complexes (e.g. 
pyrophosphate) because both FSA and its decomposition products are able to 
complex technetium. Hydrazine has been found to be a suitable non-complexing 
reductant for in vitro studies of a number of complexes. Ligand exchange 
using technetium gluconate is a satisfactory method for the preparation of the 
stronger Tc complexes. 
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cnniques have been developed for the synthesis of Tc complexes in milligram 
amounts using technetium-99 in order to obtain crystals suitable for x-ray 
crystallographic studies. The crystal structure of two Tc-dtc complexes has 
been determined. These compounds showed a unexpected involvement of the 
reducing agent in complex formation which was not eviaent from measurements of 
compound stoichiometry. Use of hydrazine as a reducing agent produced bis-
(diethylaithiocarbamato)nitrido technetium (rf) (Reference 1) while use of FSA 
as a reducing agent produced carbonyltris(d;ethyldithiocarbamato)technetium 
(III)(Reference 2). The implication for nuclear medicine of this involvement 
of the reducing agent has been reported (Reference 3). Phosphine derivatives 
of technetium were prepared but they have not yielded suitable crystals for 
x-ray studies. At present the synthesis of a number of related complexes in 
which ligands bind through a sulphur atom is being attempted. 

Apparatus is being constructed to enable the determination of the stability 
constants of a number of Tc complexes by potentiometrie titration in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. Complexes to be investigated include Tc-pyrosphosphate, 
Tc-MDP, Tc-HIDA, Tc-dtc and Tc-DTPA. 
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QUALITY EVALUATION PROGRAM OF RADIOASSAY KITS 

G Elliott 

The Quality Evaluation Program which began in January 1974, monitors the 
clinical performance of radioassay kits in Australia. The aims of the program 
include the comparison of kit methods, the evaluation of performance of 
particular groups of laboratories and to assist with the surveillance of the 
quality of materials used in radioassay in Australia. The Department of 
Health has a responsibility to ensure that standards for the quality of 
radiopharmaceuticals, including radioassay kits, that are purchased from 
overseas manufacturers are maintained. 

Surveys covering eleven analytes are usually conducted on a regular basis. 
The surveys currently conducted are: 

1. Thyroid functions surveys involving 145 laboratories that assay 
triiodothyronine uptake, total triiodothyronine, total thyroxine, thyroid 
stimulating hormone and/or normalised thyroxine ratio. 

2. Radioimmunoassay surveys involving 132 laboratories that assay digoxin, 
insulin and/or vitamin B12. 

3. Radioimmunoassay surveys involving 50 laboratories that assay follicle 
stimulating hormone, luteinising hormone and/or human growth hormone. 

There are 161 laboratories registered with the Quality Evaluation Program. In 
these surveys, lyophilised serum samples are mailed to hospital and pathology 
'aboratories throughout Australia for assay of the above analytes. Following 
reconstitution and upon completion of the assay, results are reported back to 
the Australian Radiation Laboratory. After preliminary data analysis, each 
participating laboratory is sent an interim report showing the mean results 
reported by that labcatory and the mean and standard deviation of all 
laboratories that have reported results using the same assay method. The 
final survey report gives a compilation and computer analysis of all data 
submitted in the survey, showing for each analyte, the mean and standard 
deviation for each method reported calculated from the individual laboratory 
mean results. Data provided by the supplier of the samples is also included 
in the survey report. 
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Participation in the surveys is voluntary and anonymity is preserved at all 
times. During the year from July 1979, the following surveys were conducted 
and final reports have been issued: 

Thyroid Function Surveys - September 1979 (Report of April 1980). 

Digoxin, Insulin, Vitamin B12 Surveys - September 1979 (Report of June 1980). 

Follicle Stimulating Hormone, Luteinising Hormone, Human Growth Hormone 
Surveys - August 1979 (Report of March 1980). 
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INTERCOMPARISON OF AUSTRALIAN STANDARD OF EXPOSURE 
WITH THAT HELD AT THE BUREAU INTERNATIONAL PES POIDS ET HESURES (PARIS) 

N J Hargrave 

The Australian Standard of Exposure is maintained by the Laboratory by means 
of free air ionisation chamDers and cavity ionisation cnambers as outlined in 
the document CSIRO (1977). International agreement between standards is 
ensured by intercomparing National Standards with the standard held at the 
Bureau International des Poids et Hesures at Paris. The Australian Stanoara 
of Exposure has not previously been intercompared with the standard at BIPM, 
although earlier unpublished intercomparisons between the ARL and the National 
Radiation Laboratory in New Zealand and between the ARL and the National 
Bureau of Standards (USA) indicated good agreement between these 
Laboratories. Calibration of a Nuclear Enterprises Limited oosemeter model 
2560 with a mooel 2561 chamber on behalf of the World Health Organisation in 
1977, also indicated that Australian exposure standards compared well with 
those helo by other standard laboratories in the world. The measurements 
reported here concern the most recent intercomparison of Australian Standards 
and were made during a visit to the BIPM in May 1979. The BIPM have set out 
recommended radiation qualities at which intercomparisons should be made 
following the recommendation of Section 1 of its Consultative Committee for 
the Standards of Measurement of Ionising Radiation (CCEMRI (1) 1972) and 
detailed recommendations regarding experimental compatibility have been made 
by the BIPM (1979). 

The relevant factors used with the BIPM Standard Free Air Chamber are set out 
by Boutillon (1978). The factors for the ARL chamber for the recommended 
radiation qualities are given in Table I. 

It was planned to use two ionisation chambers for the intercomparison. One, a 
Nuclear Enterprises Limited type 2561 is constructed of graphite ano has a 
hollow aluminium collecting electrode. This chamber has a volume of 0.3 cm 
and a good energy response. The other chamber was a Victoreen type 415 which 3 has a nominal volume of 6 cm . For intercomparison purposes the exposure 
rate is determined at a point in the centre of a uniform beam of radiation 
using the standard free air ionisation chamber. The transfer chamber is then 
positioned so that its centre coincides with the point at which the exposure 
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rate has been determined. A comparison factor (M) equal to the ratio of the 
exposure rate and the ionisation current from the transfer chamber under 
standard conditions is then determined. The units of M are therefore those of 
kg and may be thought of as the effective air mass represented by the 
ionisation chamber from which charge is produced when the chamber is 
irradiated. For a well designed chamber M is a slowly varying function of 
radiation energy. Measurements made over a period of several months had shown 
both ionisation chambers to be stable in their response. A typical percentage 
standard deviation of the mean of six determinations of M over a period of one 
month was 0.06 percent for any given radiation quality and ionisation 
chamber. As a check on the constancy performance of the transfer chamber the 
current produced in the chamber by a strontium 90 reference source was 
measured. Values of the comparison factor were corrected to a constant value 
of this reference current to allow for small variations in the chamber 
behaviour following air travel to and from Paris. 

The values of M obtained at ARL and BIPM are set out in Table II. Subsequent 
measurements have shown that the Victoreen Chamber was too large for the 
intercomparison conditions used and values obtained using this chamber have 
been omitted from this report. It will be seen that at the four x-ray 
qualities intercompared the agreement between ARL and BIPM is within 0.3 
percent. The results of other similar intercomparisons by other laboratories 
made using transfer chambers are shown in figure 1 taken from Boutillon 
(1979). The figure shows the ratio of M as determined by the relevant 
laboratory to that obtained by BIPM. Where more than one result is shown at a 
given quality for a laboratory, it is the result of a separate intercomparison. 
It is noped to repeat the intercomparison of the Australian standard with the 
BIPM standard in the future and to this end two Shonka-wychoff type ionisation 
chambers have been obtained and will be tested for long term stablity. 
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TABLE I 
CONDITIONS OF MEASUREMENT AND CORRECTION FACTORS USED UITH THE AUSTRALIAN 

STANDARD FREE AIR CHAMBER FOR THE X-RAY REGION FROM 100 TO 250 kVcp 

100 kVcp 135 kVcp 180 kVcp 250 kVcp 
(i) Conditions of Measurement 
Added Filtration T.17 mm Al 

HVL mm Cu 0.14 

0.21 mm Cu 0.42 mm Cu 1.57 mm Cu 
+ 1.04 mm Al + 1.17 mm Al + 1.17 mm Al 

0.48 1.09 2.72 
p air attenuation 
coefficient m -l 0.0374 0.0280 0.0228 0.0208 

Exposure rate at 1.2 m 
from the x-ray tube: 

C.kg .sec 
R.min-1 

2.57xl0"5 

5.98 
2.12xlO - 5 

4.93 
3.16xl0"5 

7.37 
3.64xl0" 5 

8.48 

The following conditions of measurement 
used. 
. Distance between x-ray tube 

and reference plane 
. Beam diameter in reference plane 
. Voltage applied to free air 

chamber 
. Humidity correction 45°/o 

at 50°/o 
relative humidities of 55°/o 

were indepenaent of the x-ray beam 

1.2 m or 1.6m 
105 mm 

6000 V 
0.99779 
0.99802 
0.99824 

(ii) 
KSc 
K e 
K * 

d 
*1 

Correction factors applied to the Standard Free Air Chamber 
(scattered radiation) 0.9945 0.9957 0.9961 
(electron loss) 1.00000 1.00110 1.00313 
(air attentuation) 1.0117 1.0084 1.0068 
(saturation) 1.00007 1.00006 1.00008 
(field distortion) 1.000 1.000 1.000 
(transmission through 0.9999 0.9997 0.9994 
diaphragm edges) 

Kp* (transmission through 
chamber walls) 1.00000 1.00000 0.99991 

Kg* (background radiation) 
at 1.2 m 0.99952 
at 1.6 m 0.99913 

0.9964 
1.00528 
1.0062 
1.00009 
1.000 
0.9995 

0.99969 

0.99941 0.99961 0.99966 
0.99895 0.99930 0.99938 

* Correction factors determined experimentally. 
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TABLE II 

Mean Value of Comparison Factor (M) for 
Nuclear Enterprises Chamber Type 2561 

expressea in 10 kg" for +ve and -ve polarity charge collection 

Generating 100 kVcp 135 kVcp 180 kVcp 250 kVcp 
Potential 
Polarity of 
charge 
collected +ve -ve +ve -ve •ve -ve +ve -ve 

BIPM Value 2.681 2.678 2.695 2.704 2.704 2.713 2.712 2.713 

ARL Value 
corrected to 
strontium-90 
reference 2.672 2.676 2.694 2.702 2.702 2.709 2.716 2.724 

M ARL W l 0.9966 0.9992 0.9996 0.9993 0.9993 0.9985 1.0015 0.9977 
* BIPM 
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MCRQCALORIhtTRIC STAmflARO Of ABSORBED DuSfc 

R B Huntley 

The Australian Radiation Laboratory (Ml) Maintains ionising radiation 
standards, under authority fro* the National Measurement Laboratory of the 
Co—onwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation. These standards 
include the national standard of exposure and a working standard of absorbed 
dose. The standards are used by ARL to provide a calibration service for 
radiotherapy doseaeters in use throughout Australia. At present, doseaeters 
are calibrated in terms of exposure in air for low energy x rays (10 to 50 
keV), medium energy x rays (50 to 250 keV) and cobalt 60 y rays (average 
energy 1.25 NeV). Theoretically determined conversion factors are then used 
to calculate the response of the instrument in terms of absorbed dose to water 
for high energy x rays (up to 50 NeV). 

A graphite microcaloriaeter is under development for use as an improved 
working standard of absorbed dose of ionising radiation. The design has been 
based on reports of similar equipment in the literature, primarily Hi Ivy 
(1958), Reid and Johns (1961), Petree and Hard (1962), Genna (1963), Hohlfeld 
(1973), Urquhart (1974), McDonald (1976) and Urquhart (1978). The calorimeter 
will provide a more appropriate calibration facility for radiotherapy 
dosemeters for both cobalt-60 gamma rays and high energy x rays from a linear 
accelerator. The calorimeter will enable dosemeters to be calibrated in terms 
of absorbd dose to either carbon or water. 

The microcalorimeter (figure 1) will comprise a small graphite disc A, 25mm 
diameter by 3mm thick, held suspended by find threads inside a close-fitting 
graphite jacket B. This jacket will in turn be suspended within a second 
jacket C, and the second jacket within an outer jacket or mantle D. The 
mantle will be supported on a few small points inside an evacuated vessel E. 
The vacuum vessel will have thin windows F of aluminised mylar (polyethylene 
terephthalate) film, to allow the gamma ray beam to enter and leave the 
calorimeter without encountering any non-graphite materials. An insulated 
plastic box 6 will enclose the vacuum vessel, to provide increased thermal 
stability and to reduce heating power requirements. 
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Each graphite part will have heaters and thermistors (temperature dependent 
resistors) to permit the temperature of each part to be controlled and 
measured. The temperature rise of the absorber during irradiation will be 
duplicated using an electric current in the absorber heater. This will avoid 
the difficulty of calibrating the thermistors and will make the measurement 
absolute and traceable to national primary standards of measurement. 

The absorber temperature is expected to rise about two thousandths of a degree 
Celsius in a fifteen minute exposure to the ARL 20 TBq cobalt-60 source. A dc 
wheatstone bridge will be used to measure the change in resistance of a 
thermistor on the absorber. This will require the accurate measurement of a 
voltage change of about 10 yV. Highly sensitive electronic measuring 
equipment has been selected and purchaseu (where available commercially) and 
is being designed and built as necessary. Careful consideration has been 
given to the problems of thermally isolating the absorber, \lery good 
isolation will be needed for accurate measurement of the small temperature 
rise. Fine resistance wire has been selected for electrical connections to 
the absorber, and careful consideration has been given to the suspension 

file:///lery
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system details, in order to obtain a sufficient degree of thermal isolation 
for the absorber. 

A temperature control circuit has been developed for the vacuum vessel, 
capable of maintaining the temperature constant to within two thousandths of a 
degree Celsius uner varying room conditions. This exceeds the aim for the 
vacuum vessel, and indicates the feasibility of achieving the more stringent 
requirements for the inner graphite parts, in particula- the absorber. 

A capacitance discharge method has been used very successfully to weld the 
extremely fine electric wires required for connections to the tiny 
thermistors. The thermistors are supplied with 3/8" long leads of very fine 
(0.0U1" diameter) platinum-iridium alloy wire, and it is necessary to lengthen 
these leads in order to make external electrical connections to the 
calorimeter. Soldering is regarded as undesirable in the interests of making 
the joints as strong and compact as possible, and at the same time reducing 
the possibility of introducing thermal emfs into the measurement circuits. 
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INTERIM WORKING STANDARD OF IONISING RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE 
FOR COBALT-60 GAMMA RAYS 

R 6 Huntley 

A secondary standard radiotherapy dosemeter belonging to ARL has been 
calibrated at the Australian Atomic Energy Commission (AAEC), by comparison 
with a similar dosemeter in both graphite and water phantoms, for absorbed 
dose of cobalt-60 gamma radiation. The AAEC dosemeter had previously been 
calibrated for absorbed dose in the graphite phantom, by comparison with the 
national standard of ionising radiation absorbed dose. The national standara 
is maintained by the AAEC by means of a graphite microcalorimeter (Urquhart 
197P)- Very satisfactory results (table 1) were obtained during this work, 
which has resulted in the provision of a reliable working standard of ionising 
radiation absorbed dose at ARL. This may now be used for the calibration of 
radiotherapy dosemeters for radiation absorbed dose in graphite or water 
phantoms, for cobalt-60 gamma radiation. 

TABLE 1 
Calibration factors (mGy/div) for ARL working 
standard of Ionising Radiation Absorbeo Dose* 

Calibration uncertainty, percent 
Medium factor 

mGy/div random (3 se) systematic 

Carbon 8.90 1.1 2 
Water 10.01 1.2 3 

* 75 mm square Co field, lm SSD and approximately 5 g cm depth. 
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LASER RAD10METRY 

U A Cornelius, R J Danby, R V Sargent 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing optical and radiometric standards are cumbersome in their use and 
they are often not sufficiently reliable for routine use. In addition, the 
cumulative errors arising in some measurement and calibration procedures are 
often unacceptable. 

Photodiodes and other devices of this type are not suitable for use as 
standard instruments because of the frequent need for recalibration due to 
aging. Standard lamps are extremely limiting in their use and application for 
the calibration of detectors. They are generally suitable only for 
calibrations of spectroradiometric instruments over a limited range of 
radiance or irradiance. 

Calorimetric instruments which employ electrical power substitution offer a 
means of relating well defined electrical standards to measured optical 
power. These instruments lack sensitivity and'or suffer from excessively long 
response time. However, the recent introduction of pyroelectric materials as 
detection elements offers a means of overcoming these deficiencies of 
calorimetric standards. Pyroelectric instruments employing electrical power 
substitution with tuned lock-in amplifier null detection circuitry afford many 
advantages for use as laboratory standards. Detector non-linearity is largely 
eliminated and electrical power substitution subsequent to a reading is not 
required. In addition, if gold black absorbing material is used the detector 
will have a reasonably flat spectral response including UV to far infrared 
wavelengths (1). 

ELECTKICALLY CALlbRAThL) PYKOELbTKlC KAD10METER (ECPR) 

An electrically calibrated laboratory standard instrument is currently under 
development for measurement of radiant power; primarily for use in the 
wavelength range 200 nanometre to 1.5 micrometre. A pyroelectric detection 
element employing a thin film of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sandwiched 
between two electrodes has been chosed for this purpose due to the ease of 
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manufacture and the high D* of PVDF (2). Present work is directed towards 
construction of a wide dynamic range insttjment based on an N.B.S. concept (3) 
but with significantly reduced response time and improved transient handling 
capability. It is envisaged that the completed instrument will employ 
microprocessor control in order to achieve the necessary improvement in 
instrument performance. A block diagram of the major circuit design features 
is shown in Figure 1. The use of a voltage controlled oscillator (V.C.O.) and 
the counter timer circuit (C.T.C.) registers in place of an analog lock-in 
amplifier circuit is in line with a method described by Cova, Longoni and 
Freitas (4). This method overcomes many of the disadvantages of analog 
lock-in amplifier detection and allows maximum versatility of the system when 
combined with microprocessor control. 

riuusc i ptwrosto c I F » ascunai 

An improvement in preamplifier performance has been achieved with the use of a 
T feedback network as shown in Figure 2. This circuit achieves high gain and 
high signal to noise ratio with reasonably broadband frequency response. The 
major advantage of this circuit is that lower value feedback resistors may be 
used to decrease the noise in this part of the circuit. 

FABRICATION OF DETECTOR ELEMENTS 

In order to facilitate construction and handling of detector elements a method 
of depositing a thin film of PVDF of required thickness onto a metal substrate 
has been developed. A measured quantity of PVDF dissolved in a suitable 
solvent (either N,N-dimethylformamide or dimethyl sulphoxide) is sprayed onto 
the substrate and the solvent is then vacuum evaporated at room temperature. 
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Due to problems with uneven coating and voids left in the PVOF (thought to 
arise from solvent vapour bubbles formed during vacuum evaporation), it has 
been found necessary to make a film of PVDF from a number of separate vacuum 
evaporated layers. Aluminium substrates have been used to date because it is 
easy to punch suitable discs from the coated aluminium sheet. In order to 
achieve a permanent bond with the PVDF layer, the aluminium is first wet 
sanded with 400 grade wet paper and then etched in NaOH solution to remove the 
oxide layer immediately prior to coating. 

When an aluminium sheet has been coated with a suitable film of PVOF circular 
detector discs may then be punched from the sheet. The central portion of 
PVDF on each disc is then electrically polarised (poled) and subsequently 
vacuum coated with a thin conducting electrode and overlayed with a gold black 
optical absorbing layer to complete the detector. Detectors fabricated to 
date have consisted of 14 mm discs with the central 10 mm electroded ana poled. 

PYROELECTRIC COEFFICIENT 

The pyroelectric coefficient of our detectors has been measured by cycling the 
temperature of each detector over a few degrees near room temperature. These 
measurements were performed in the thermally stimulated current (TSC) 
apparatus described in a following section of this report. The highest 
pyroelectric coefficient measured to date in our detectors is 

-2 -1 0.3 nC.cm .K . This value is based on measurements of the reversible 
thermally stimulated current and it is significantly lower than the best 
values reported (5). A possible explanation for this fact is that surface 
currents and electrical breakdown combine to reduce the PVDF film surface 
potential during poling. 

DETECTION CAPABILITIES 

The normalised frequency response and relative signal phase of a typical 
detector/preamplifier combination stimulated with optical input are shown in 
figures 3 and 4. These properties are also plotted for the same combination 
with the gold black removed from the detector. It should be noted that the 
frequency response curves shown here are yery much dependent upon stray 
capacitat.ce in the preamplifier circuit. The detector element used consisted 

http://capacitat.ce
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of a 16 micrometre thick layer of PVOF on a aluminium substrate vacuum coated 
with a very thin gold-palladium alloy conducting electrode and overlayed with 
a gold biack absorbing coating of 77.6 ug.cm c superficial density. The 
gain of the preamplifier used was aboit 2 x 10 V.A. for dc input. 
Lower gain preamplifiers were found to shift the peak response to higher 
frequencies. The NEP of this detector preamplifier combination was 
approximately S microwatt at 60 Hz with a bandwith of 0.1 Hz and a viewing 
angle of 0.00015 sr. 

THERMALLY STIMULATED CURRENT (TSC) MEASUREMENTS 

In order to measure pyroelectric coefficients and to aid in our understanding 
of poling processes a TSC measurement system was developed. 

Figure 5 shows a diagram of the TSC sample cell used in the measurement 
system. Great care was taken in the design in order to eliminate unwanted 
thermoelectric voltages. The sample cell was constructed from aluminium which 
was chosen because of its good electrical properties, its high thermal 
conductivity, moderate volume thermal capacity and the fact that our samples 
often had aluminium electrodes attached. The sensing electrode is spring 
loadei so that the sample is lightly pressed against the earth electrode which 
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also forms the heating/cooling head. Heating 
is accomplished with an insulated electric 
element wound around the upper stem of the 
head. Cooling is performed by passing cold 
water through this stem. During the heating 
cycle water is initially purged from the 
cooling lines by blowing nitrogen gas through 
them. This process reduces the thermal 
capacitance of the system during heating. 
A number of thermocouple sensors are located 
in the head near the sample. 
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The measurement and control system is automated with a Hewlett Packard 9830A 
calculator programmed in BASIC as the system controller. At present the 
heating and cooling rates are controlled to nominal values of 0.13*K/sec. and 
- cTK/sec. respectively. Data is not accepted unless these measured rates 
are witnin programmed tolerances. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the 
instrumentation used. 

A typical measurement temperature cycle is shown in figure 7. Cooling is 
performed immediately after heating as a means of distinguishing irreversible 
currents from the reversible pyroelectric currents. The data in figure 7 
represent the times at which current data was actually accepted and recorded. 
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Figure 8 shows the pyroelectric currents recorded from a 0.25 mm thick wafer 
of piezoelectric ceramic (Plessey 6295) which is also a pyroelectric 
material. As expected with a pyroelectric material the current is 
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proportional to the rate of temperature change and it therefore reverses its 
sign ana magnitude accordingly upon cooling. Figure 9 shows the pyroelectric 
coefficient for this ceramic calculated during a heating cycle from 
measurements of the current and the instantaneous heating rate. The cooling 
cycle was not used for this calculation because the cooling rate has a larger 
variation with temperature than the heating rate and therefore larger errors 
occur. 
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Figure 10 shows TSC data for a 40 micrometre PVOF film poled in air for 1 hour 
at 100*C. A 15 kV negative corona discharge was used for poling with the 
discharge electrode 10 mm from the film. It can be readily observed from 
figure 10 that the bulk of the current produced on the first cycle is due to 
an irreversible discharge current. It is interesting to note that a peak 
occurs at about 50*C. This peak correlates closely with TSC data presented by 
others (6)(7) and suggested by Abkowitz et al (7) to be associated with either 
that 0 (type 1) or y (type III) forms of PVOF. Since our samples were 
annealed at 20C*C prior to poling our results are consistent with this 
observation. The pyroelectric component of TSC currents in figure 10 can be 
observed from the difference between the heating and cooling data of the 
second cycle. 
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•'Figure 11 shows TSC data for a 200 micrometre PVDF film poled at room 
temperature in the same manner as the sample of figure 10. Again it is 
interesting to note that a peak occurs at 50*C on the first heating cycle. 
The initial negative current is probably due to localised space charge induced 
polarisation or charge recombination effects in this relatively thick sample. 
Subsequent thermal cycles in this sample produced only very small currents 
similar to the cooling curve. 

In the future we hope to extend the temperature range of our TSC measurements 
in order to better understand the morphology of the PVUF films we are 
producing. 
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RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF ThL OPERATION OF COMl-FIkhi, 
POwbR STATIONS WlThlU KQSTKALIM 

h b Cooper, J K Stathair. ana P Van Velzen 

IHTKUDOCTION 

Coal contains trace quantities of uranium and thorium and their radioactive 
daughters. As a result of the combustion of coal in a coal-firea power 
station natural radionuclides are concentrated in the waste products ana ash. 
A proportion of the ash is released to the atmosphere whilst the bulk is 
disposed of as solid waste. Both these methods for ash aisposal may result in 
radiation exposure to man. 

The aim of this investigation is to determine the levels of natural 
radioactivity in coal and coal residues from power stations throughout 
Australia in order to assess potential radiation exposures in the environs of 
coal-fired power stations. 

There are several pathways through which the populations living in the 
vicinity of power stations are exposed to enhanced levels of natural 

1 2 radionuclides ': 

a. inhalation of material in the atmosphere, 

b. external irradiation from activity deposited on the grouno, 

c. inhalation of activity resuspended from the ground, 

d. ingestion of contaminated food stuffs resulting from activity 
deposited on the ground. 

Increased radiation exposures may also arise as a result of the disposal of 
solid waste from power stations, for example the use of ash in building 
materials. 

The only available data on natural radioactivity in Australian coals ana power 
stations results from a ^ery limited study of radium in coal ash and escaping 
fly ash at Pyrmont Power Station, Sydney in 1966 3. 
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EXTENT OF STUDY AND SAHPL1NG 

Sanples of coal ana coal residues have been received from Electricity 
Commissions in all Australian States ana cover a total of 9 coal-fireo power 
stations. 

Two types of resiaues from the combustion of coal have been maae available, 
bottom or furnace ash ana precipitator ash ifly asn). Samples of escaping fly 
ash have also been supplied from one power station. Port Augusta S.A. to 
enable a more complete assessment of the partitioning of radionuclides within 
the power station. 

ANALYTICAL hETHOOS 

The radioactive concentrations of several important natural radionuclides can 
be readily determined by the use of high resolution 7-spectrometry. This 
technique enables the direct or indirect determination of long-lived members 

yitt 22(% 210 
of the uranium series r 0 0 ^ Ra, Pb) and of the thorium series ??8 228 ( Ra and Th). The analysis of the samples of coal and coal residues 
is performed by the v*n. of this technique and will be followed by alternative 

232 230 methods of radiochemical analysis for Th and Th or when 
T-spectrometry proves to be inadequate in terms of sensitivity. 

All samples were thoroughly homogenised prior to analysis. In addition coal 
samples were reduced in bulk by ashing at 450*C. Samples were sealed in 
standard 500 ml or 280 ml polypropylene jars and left for approximately 3 

22fc poo 
weeks to allow for the Ra and Th oaughters to reach equilibrium. 

Each sample was assayed by the use of a lithium-drifted germanium detector, 
the output of which was fed via a preamplifier, amplifier and 
analogue-to-digitai converter to a Nuclear Data Model 6610 Data Acquisition 
and processing system. Calibration of the spectrometer was performed using 
standard pitchblende and thori-jm source*; of similar geometry to that of the 
coal ash samples. 

RESULTS 

Typical results for coal ano coal ash samples from power stations in South 
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Australia, Uestern Australia and Queensland are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3 
respectively. 

The content of radionuclides of the uranium series in the coal samples ranges 
from 10 Bq/kg to 60 Bq/kg. A similar range was found for radionuclides of the 
thoriua series. The results indicate quite variable Mineral content in the 
coals used in these States. The radionuclides tre partitioned quite evenly 
between bottoa ash and fly ash, except for 2 1 0 P b . The bctloa ash staples 

2^0 are deficient in Pb because lead will be aore volatile and becoae 
concentrated on the smaller fly-ash particles. This is demonstrated 
particularly well by the results for the escaping fly ash froa Port Agusta 

210 Power Station which show a substantial enrichment in Pb. 

Overall the results, to date, indicate that natural radioactivity levels in 
Australian power stations fall within the range of concentrations found in 
aost »*.'.*£," regions of the world. 
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Table 1. Analysis of Coal Samples from Port Agusta 
Power Station, South Australia 

Radionuclide Concentration in Bq/g 
Sample Type 2 1 0Pb 2 2 6Ra 2 3 8 U 2 2 8Th 2 2 8Ra 

Coal 0.06 + 0.03 0.041 + 0.002 0.06 + 0.02 0.085 + 0.U03 0.087 + 0.004 

Bottom Ash 0.08 + 0.04 0.11 + U.01 0.15 + 0.03 0.21 + 0.01 0.21 1 0.01 

Fly Ash 1 .33 + 0.08 0.15 + 0.01 NO 0.31 + 0.01 0.29 + 0.01 

Fly Ash 2 .29 +_ 0.08 0.16 •_ 0.01 Hi) 0.36 + 0.01 U.34 + 0.01 

Escaping 
Fly Ash .38 + 0.07 0.17 + 0.02 0.12 + 0.06 0.30 • 0.02 0.32 + 0.02 

ND - below limit of detection. 

Table 2. Analysis of Coal and Coal Ash from Western 
Australian Power Stations 

Radionuclide Concentration in Bq/g 
Sample Type 2 1 0Pb 2 2 6Ra 2 3 8 U 2 2 8Th 2 2 8Ra 

Bunbury P.S. 

Coal 0.02 •, 0.02 0.012 + 0.001 .01 + 0.01 0.030 • 0.002 0.032 + 0.002 

Bottom Ash 0.04+0.02 0.068 • 0.02 0.05 + O.Ul 0.19+0.01 0.16 + 0.01 

Fly Ash 0.43 + 0.10 0.19 • 0.01 0.27 + 0.06 0.35 + 0.01 0.3< + 0.01 

Kwinana P.S. 

Coal 0.03 +.0.02 0.007 + 0.001 0.03 + 0.01 0.015+0.003 1.021 + 0.001 

BoUom Ash 0.03 + 0.02 0.075 • 0.002 0.082 + 0.020 0.170 • 0.005 0.162 + 0.006 

Fly Ash 0.096 + 0.036 0.125 + 0.004 0.09 + 0.02 0.283 • 0.008 0.268 + 0.009 
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Table 3. Analysis of Coal and Coal Ash Samples from 

Queensland Power Stations 

Radionuclide Concentration in Bq/g 
Sample Type 210 p b 226 R a 238 u 228 T h 228 R a 

Gladstone 
Coal 0.060 + 0.003 0.009 • 0.001 0.014 • 0.005 0.018 + 0.001 0.018 + 0.001 
Fly Ash 0.083 • 0.029 0.076 • 0.002 0.083 • 0.018 0.118 + 0.005 0.138 + 0.006 
Callide 
Coal 0.038 • 0.012 0.014 + 0.001 0.024 + 0.005 0.033 • 0.002 0.033 + 0.001 
Fly Ash 0.038 • 0.015 0.043 + 0.002 0.092 + 0.012 0.081 + 0.004 0.077 + 0.003 

Collinsville 
Coal 0.046 + 0.011 0.019 + 0.001 0.027 • 0.005 0.021 • 0.001 0.044 + 0.003 
Fly Ash .058 + 0.028 0.077 + 0.003 0.091 + 0.021 0.148 • 0.006 0.151 + 0.005 
Swanbank 
Coal 0.021 1 0.011 0.013 + 0.001 0.020 + 0.006 0.024 • 0.001 0.025 + 0.001 

Fly Ash 0.06 + 0.03 0.077 + 0.003 0.09 1 0.02 0.148 + 0.006 0.151 + 0.005 

* 
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QUANTITATIVE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF RADIUM, URAMUM AND THORIUM 
FROM ISQ-PRUPAML 

M B Cooper and B J Ralph 

While colorimetric and fluorometric methods are adequate for the determination 
of the concentration of natural thorium and uranium in a given environmental 
sample the techniques provide no indication of the abundance of the isotopic 
species of the elements present. In cases where it is necessary to know the 
isotopic distribution of an element or the amount of a specific isotope 
present, alpha spectrometry of a thin electrodeposited source is one of the 
recognised methods of evaluation. The method of Ko.-e et al (1) was used as 
the basis for the study of parameters which would provide optimal yields 
combined with acceptable source thicknesses for the electrodeposition of 
radium, thorium and uranium using the electrodeposition unit described below. 
Quantitative yields of the three elements, were studied as a function of 
deposition time, current density, electrolytic concentration electrode 
separation, solvent/aqueous ratio and solvent variation. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The electrodeposition unit 
consists of a circular 
teflon cell of internal 
diameter 20mm and overall 
length 80mm. A 20mm 
stainless steel cathode is 
introduced by means of a 
threaded cap which unscrews 
from the bottom. This 
allows for reduced current 
densities by including 
circular teflon discs of 
diameter 15, 10 and 5mm 
respectively. The anode 
used was a rotating platinum 
wire and the cell was 
manually adjusted to vary 
elecv.rode separation by 
means of screws on its metal 
housing. (Figure 1). Figure 1. Electrodeposition Unit. 

PLATINUM ANODE 

ADJUSTING 
SCREWS 

REMOVABLE BASE 

CATHODE CONNECTION 
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Throughout the studies all sources were counted for 2000 sees, using a surface 
barrier detector coupled to a pulse height analyser. Estimations of yield 
were made by comparing the count rate due to 100 pi aliquots of the various 
standard solutions evaporated to dryness under an infra red lamp on a 
stainless steel disc to the count rate obtained from the electrodeposited 
source. 

ELECTROUEPOSITION OF 2 2 6 R a 

The molarity of HC1 was the first parameter studied. The constants were as 
follows:-

Electrode separation - 2mm 
Plated diameter - 20mm 
Voltage/Current - 40V/150 mA 
Deposition Time - 30 mins 
Isopropanol - 10 ml 
HC1 - 1 ml 
2 2 6 R a (2.14 nCi/ml) - 100 ul 

226 
Ra sources*were electrodeposited from solutions containing 1 ml of 0.05M, 

0.10M, 0.25M and 0.3M HC1 Sources deposited from solutions containing 0.25M 
HC1 gave maximum yield (84°/o) dropping by 10°/o either side of this 
molarity. Thus 1 ml of 0.25M HC1 was used to provide electrolyte solution 
when stuoying other variables. Varying the organic/water ratio confirmed that 
10:1::isopropanol:water provided the highest yield (84°/o) while varying the 
electrode separation showed that a distance of 2mm was more satisfactory in 
terms of yield (84°/o) and source appearance. Isopropanol was found to be 
superior to either ethanol (50°/o) or methanol (60°/o) and mirror finished 
discs (94°/o) increased yields by 10°/o when compared with unpolished 
surfaces routinely used. 

Current density studies showed that while an electrodeposition time of 30 min 
was adequate for a plated area of diameter 20mm it required 60 min for a 
diameter 15 and 10mm and 180 min for a diameter of 5mm. 

Thus the constants mentioned previously using 1 ml of U.25 HC1 proved optimal 
for the production of uniform thin sources of high d?position efficiency with 
a resolution of the order of 25-30 keV F.W.H.M. 
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ELECTROOEPOSITION OF URANIUM 

232 In these studies U was used. Using the optimal conditions evaluated for 
the deposition of Ra it was found that the deposition time for 20mm 
diameter plated area required a plating time of 45 min to provide sources of 
comparable yield. 

ELECTROOEPOSITION OF THORIUM 

The application of the procedures described above to the deposition of thorium 
from isopropanol-water mixtures has had limited success. Whilst the a-spectra 
of the deposited sources had adequate peak resolution, the aeposition yields 
were poor (60-70°/o) even when plating times of 3 hours were used. 

As an alternative, an inorganic electrolyte consisting of (NH.) SO. at 

pH 3.0 was used and consistently high deposition yields resulteO (> 95°/o). 
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APPLICATION OF LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTING TO THE STANDARDIZATION 

Of RADIONUCLIDES 

P A Burns, G R Kidd and P h Johnston 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Coincidence counting is a well established technique for the absolute 
standardization of nuclear transforation rate of radionuclides. Detailed 
discussion of the technique, with particular reference to 4Pi beta-gamma 
coincidence counting systems is given by Campion, 1959. Baerg, 1965 also 
discussed the technique with particular reference to the corrections required 
for complex decay schemes. An evaluation of the absolute decay rate. No, is 
possible for complex decay schemes if a functional relationship between the 
beta channel rate (Nb) and the ratio of the coincidence count rate (Nc) and 
the gamma channel count rate (Ng) can be established such that Nb tends to No 
as Nc/Ng tends to 1 (Nc/Ng is the efficiency parameter). Baerg 1965, states 
that the primary criteria for the existence of such a function are (1) that 
the efficiency of detection of each beta branch can be interrelated and that 
(2) the validity of these relating efficiency functions extends to unit 
efficiency. These criteria can be realised exper .nentally where a 4Pi beta 
gas proportional detector is used. Chylinski and Radoszewski 1975, have also 
suggested the use of a dual detector liquid scintillation counting system as 
the beta detector. Such a system satisfies the criteria and should be 
superior to the 4Pi gas counter as the counting efficiencies for the various 
beta rays, x rays and Auger electrons are higher for that type of detector. 
Chylinski and Radoszewski applied this technique to beta emitting nuclides 
Co-60 and Nb-95 and to a simple electron capture nuclide Cr-51 and compared 
the results with figures obtained using a proportional counter. It is 
proposed to apply the liquid scintillation technique to radionuclides with 
complex decay schemes to see if a reduction in the uncertainty in 
standardizing such nuclides is possible. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The fluorescence life time of liquid scintillation solutions is less than 5 
nanoseconds and it should therefore be possible to perform fast coincidence 
timing between two tubes looking at the same sample. It is proposed to use 
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two EMI 9820Q photomultiplier (PM) tubes as these tubes have nigh gains 
combined with fast resolving times. Because of the high gain of the PM tubes 
events producing relatively few photons will be detected and the fast 
resolving time will enable discrimination against background events which 
produce a response in only one of the tubes. 

The PM tubes have been mounted in a housing which permits the insertion and 
removal of a vial into a light tight chamber without exposing the 
photocathodes of the tubes to ambient light. This both protects the tubes 
from damage should the high voltage be applied, and reduces the residual 
phosphorescence in the photocathode as a result of being exposed to light. 
Voltage divider networks have been constructed so that outputs are available 
which are optimized for timing or for energy by changing the value of the load 
resistor. The fast timing output is fed to an amplitide and rise time 
compensated timing analyser (ARC Timing Analyser, type NE4676) which produces 
fast outputs for the coincidence unit. The energy output can be used if 
discrimination on the basis of particle energy is required and are 
particularly useful during setting up procedures. At present investigations 
are continuing into the response of the system to various types and energy of 
radiation. Optimizing the response of the system to low energy beta emitting 
nuclides will be the first investigation to establish the low energy response 
of the system. Initially investigations will be carried out into the 
standardization of carbon-14, technetium-99 and thallium-204. Measurements of 
these nuclides should help establish the efficiency of the system and 
facilitate its optimization. 
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RADIONUCLIDE METROLOGY Mb IMiEk SHELL PHYSICS OF THE HEAVY ELEMENTS 

P A Burns, P N Johnston and J R Moroney 

The nuclear energy industry, in all its phases, has generated intense 
practical interest in the properties of the elements of atonic number from 80 
to 96. While this interest range over most branches of science and 
technology, it is the nuclear and atomic properties of the natural and 
artificial radioisotopes that command most attention. Despite longstanding 
recognition of the significance of these properties, data for some important 
radionuclides is, even now, an order of magnitude less precise than required 
(for example 2 3 9 P u (Legrand 1978) or is not available at all (for example 

Ra (Horen 1976). Therefore, the purpose of the present study is two 
fold; where the available data are either inadequate or in conflict: 

(1) to make accurate determination of selected emissions - a-particle, 
Y-ray, K x ray and L x ray - characteristic of the decay of the 
radionuclides of interest and 

(2) to establish for the K-shell ana L-subshells of the heav> elements, 
comprehensive data on the natural level widths and on the partial 
line widths of the characteristic emissions which follow the 
filling of orbital electron vacancies, including x-ray fluorescence 
yields, Auger electron transition probabilities and Coster-Kronig 
electron transition probabilities. 

In both series of studies, emphasis is being given to the investigation of L 
x radiation, either for its own sake, in (1), or as a means of access to 
atomic inner-shell properties in (2). For many radionuclides of interest, the 
electromagnetic line emission spectrum is extremely rich in L x rays, but poor 
in y-rays; those that are observable are often of minimal abundance. This 
condition derives from the dominance of internal conversion in the K and L 
shells, over y-ray emission, a* the preferred process for de-excitation of the 

241 nuclear states involved in the i or s decay. However, only for Am is the 
L x-ray spectrum well-known (Campbell and McNelles 1974) and even those data 
are below the accuracy required of the radionuclides as a calibration standard 
(Legrand 1978). 
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As Indicated by the example depicted In Figure 1, fen adequate data are 
available for the atonic Inner-shells of the heavy eleaents. 

For the present studies, the principle underlying the aeasureaent Method is 
dual high-resolution spectroaetry. This allows coincident deterainations to 
be aaoe of the s-spectrua, T-spectrua, L x-ray spectrua and K x-ray spectrum, 
paired as required. Low energy electron spectroaetry is being planned to be 
included at a later stage. 

0 20 

0 15 

0 1 0 -

0-05-

Figure 1: the probability of Coster-Kronig transition between the L„ and 
L- subshells (f-J of elements of atomic number Z » 88 to 96. 
Relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Slater calculations ( ) of Chen 
et al (1981) ano experimental data ( • ) compiled by Bambynek 
et al (1972) and Krause (1979). 

The choice of starting point in the program of experimental work 1s dictated 
largely by the equipment on hand. Thus, apparatus has been assembled for 
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(«, Lx) coincidence spectrometry for a preliminary determination of the 
fluorescence yield of the L^subshell, and the probability of Coster-Kronig 
transition between the I. and U subshells tf?^* o f t h e e l e " e n t s 

ggRa, gyTh, 9 1Pa, g 2 U , g 3Hp, ^ P u and ^Cm; the existing 
experimental and theoretical data are displayed in the Figure. Radioactive 
sources of 2 2 8 T h . 2 3 3 U , 2 3 7 N p . 2 3 8 P u , 2 4 1Am. 2 « C m and 2 5 0 C are 
being prepared for the purpose. 

A set of 5 sources is required for each radionuclide under study. The 
preparation of suitable sources is a formidable problem as tnese must give an 
undegraded a-spectrum, not attenuate the L x-rays and be locatable to better 
than 0.1 mm. The preparation of suitable sources by electrodeposition is 
being investigated. 

A capability has been established for high resolution •-spectrometry, using 
100 mm 2 surface barrier detector (12.5 keV FUNH for the 5486 keV a-particle 

241 2 
of Am and for high-resolution L x-ray spectrometry using 200 mm Ge(HP) 
detector (300 eV FMHH for the 14.4 keV T-ray of 5 7 C o ) . 
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IMPROVED HEASUREIChT SYSTEM FOR THE WHOLE BODY HOtllTOK 

L H kotler, 0 C Jenkinson 

The present Measurement system, consisting of a single 200mm x lOfrnm kal(Tl) 
detector is of limited value due to the variation of its response with 
radionuclide distribution within a subject. This system will be replaced with 
one consisting of four 150mm x 75mm detectors distributed along the 
longitudinal axis of a horizontal subject. The subject will be measured both 
prone and supine to minimise lateral variations in radionuclide distribution. 

In oroer to optimise the positions of the detectors to minimise longitudinal 
distribution effects, it is necessary to determine the response of these 
detectors to sources within the human body. The geometry of the human body is 
far too complex to model accurately and thus is simulated by the simple 
geometric model depicted in Figure 1. It represents a subject with a pillow 
beneath his head and arms folded above his head. The feet tre at the origin 
of the axes. The parameters a, t, Y, L, N, W which determine the dimensions 
of the model, will eventually be directly related to specific body dimensions 
and body weight. 

Figure 1: Three dimensional model of Figure 2: Two dimensional model of 
subject subject profile 
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All calculations nil 1 be performed for point sources on the plane y » fUi 
where f (x) is the mid plane o* the nodel. The centre off detector i is at 
(4j. h j a r f ) . The profile of the nodel on the plane z-o is depicted in 
Figure 2. The experimentally determined response of the detectors to a source 
at (x, y) along y « t(x) will determine the position off the detectors in the x 
and y directions. 

It has been found experimentally that any point source situated beneath a 
detector obeys the inverse square lav (I.S.L.) as it moves on any horizontal 
plane along a line whose origin is a normal through the centre of the 
detector. However, the effective point off measurement is not the detector 
centre but is displaced a constant distance Rlma) towards the source. The 
variation off R with source energy and the vertical distance off the source 
beneath the centre off the detector is depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Magnitude of the displacement of the point of measurement from the 
detector centre towards the source (R^) versus vertical distance 
of the source below the detector centre. 
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In terms of the model of a subject - Figure 2, the detection efficiency dt any 
point x along y = f(x) is (ignoring photon attenuation) given by 

E (x) ki 
1 (P. - R . ) Z 

where P^ is the distance between the source and the centre of detector "i". 
and k. is the I.S.L. constant. For a fixed photon energy both R. and k. 
are only a function of the vertical distance of the source beneath the 
detector. 

The calculation of the attenuation between the point (x, y) and the detector 
is complex, as a cone of photons rather than a single "ray" interacts with the 
detector. At this stage however the cone is approximated by a single "ray" 
from the source to the centre of the detector. Thus the attenuation factor is 
simply e~ u (Figure 2) where v is the broad beam attenuation co-efficient. 
The average efficiency of the line y = f(x) for a four detector system is then 

*r £ E.(x) dx (2) 
i-1 

whilst the variance of T is given by 

2 1 H- r 4 c , o 2 
E Jo Li«l J 

2 
dx - r ( 3 ) 

Bevington (Ref 1) presents a program GRADLS for optimising the parameters of 
an arbitrary function by minimising chi-square. This program has been 

2 modified to minimise G j by optimising the positions of the four detectors 
in the two dimensions. The only parameter that is not allowed to vary is the 
height of one of the detectors. 

The optimum positions (in 2 dimensions) have been determined for a 
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hypothetical system consisting of four 200mm x 100mm detectors exposed to an 
"in-vivo" 137Cs source. A co-efficient of variation of 3°/o was 
determined for T and the variation of efficiency along the central axis of 
the model is depicted in Figure 4. 

0.27 

r\ 0.26" 

4 5 0 900 
DISTANCE (mm) 

1350 

Figure 4: Variation of efficiency « E.(x) with position along x 
(longitudinal) axis. 1 " l 

In order to determine the position of the detectors in the third dimension, 
the optimization procedure is performed along lines formed by the intersection 
of the plane y - f(x) with a series of planes i * z r (z_ variable). In 
this procedure the detector co-ordinates in the other two dimensions are 
already pre-determined from the calculations in the plane z « o. As routine 
measurements will be made with the subject both prone and supine it 1s 
necessary to combine the calculations for z - +z and z • -z . Each pair 
of calculations may be combined by taking either their arithmetic or geometric 
(Kef 2) mean. 
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Results obtained for the 201 .nm x lOOrnn detector indicate that the positioning 
in the third dimension is fairly independent of z to about ^ 10°/o both 
for geometric and arithmetic mean. A decision between the geometric or 
arithmetic mean will depend upon the distribution of the efficiency contours 
over the total volume of the model. 

At this stage work is proceeding to determine the response functions of the 
150mm x 75mm detector to point sources emitting energies ranging from 121 keV 
to 1836 keV. In conjunction with these measurements, the broad-beam 
attenuation coefficient, relative to the photopeak response of the detector is 
being determined. 
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WHOLE BODY MONITOR (W.B.M.) STUDIES IK PATIENTS 

L H Kotler and D C Jenkinson 

A study is being made at the Heidelberg Repatriation General Hospital in the 
use of Vitamin D therapy for patients undergoing dialysis. These patients 
have difficulty in synthesising a Vitamin D based hormone necessary for the 
intestinal absorption of calcium and have been diagnosed as having renal bone 
disease. 

The patients are examined in a variety of ways (biochemical, x-rays etc.) 
before and after two different types of Vitamin D therapy. Another important 
indication of their physical condition is the percentage retention of orally 
ingested 4 7Ca. 

47 In this procedure all subjects orally ingest 185 kBq of Ca in the form of 
a calcium gl'"-jnate solution. Each patient is measured in the W.B.M. two 
hours after ingestion and again 7 days later. The ratio of the detector 

47 response, corrected for Ca decay is the oral retention. 

These patients were originally studied in November 1978 and again in May 
1980. Further W.B.M. measurements are planned for 1981. 

In performing these measurements it is necessary to correct the detector 
47 response for the redistribution of the Ca in the body between 

measurements. During the first measurement a possibly substantial fraction of 
47 Ca is not absorbed into the blood stream and remains in the small 
intestine. However, by the second measurement, the unabsorbed material has 
been excreted from the body and the radionuclide is essentially uniformly 
distributed. The efficiency for an "intestine" phantom is up to 40°/o lower 
than for a "whole body" phantom. Thus it has been found that a pair of 
uncorrected measurements may over estimate the oral retention by up to 25°/o. 
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS IN RATS 

L H Kotler (witn Professor G. Schreiber and Dr G Howlett 
from the Biochemistry Department - University of Melbourne) 

Professor Schreiber and Dr Howlett are studying the patterns of protein 
synthesis in the liver of rats. They are especially interested in the effects 
on these patterns of trauma and inflammation. As part of this investigation 
certain proteins labelled with I 1 2 5 are to be injected into the rats to 
determine the rate at which these proteins are degraded. Under an equilibrium 
situation this would be the rate at which they are synthesised by the liver. 
At the completion of this set of measurements, I*2** labelled proteins will 
be injected into rats in which inflammation has been induced to study 
differences in the rate of protein degradation. 

The measurements are to be made by whole body counting using 76mm x 3mm 
(Nal(Tl)) detectors. A common problem in whole body counting is that 
redistribution of the radionuclide within the rat may vary the counter 
response. However, a two probe technique developed by Burns and Peggie 
(Ref 1) for estimating the activity of I sources is fairly independent of 
geometry. Accordingly, the response of the two probe system was investigated 
using a rat phantom consisting of a perspex cylinder of diameter 50mm ano 

125 length 200mm filled with a calibrated I solution. The detectors were 
placed on either side of the phantom. This was done to minimise variations in 
overall detector response to transverse variations in source distribution 
within the rat. As the separation of the detectors was increased, the 
estimated activity of the phantom as derived from equation 16) of Ref 1 
approached a constant value; independent of detector separation beyond 20cm 
(Figure 1). This value was 20°/o higher than the actual activity in the 
phantom. With a detector separation of 25cm, movement of the phantom towards 
either detector by up to 4cm varied the estimated activity by only 1.5°/o. 

The addition of an absorber between the phantom and a detector which resulted 
in a 50°/o drop in the count rate for the detector reduced the estimated 
activity by only 5 /o. Thus total body counting on the rats will be 
performed using estimated activity (Ref 1) as the form of relative measurement. 
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Figure 1 : Estimated act ivi ty of rat phantom for various aetector separations. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION MONITORING 

J C Ouggleby, P A Smith, R A Lauder 

Radioactive fallout in Australia from nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere 
has been monitored on a continuous basis since the 1950's by the Laboratory. 
Originally the whole monitoring program was managed by the Atomic Weapons 
Tests Safety Committee but, in more recent years, the Laboratory assumed this 
responsibility also. The last series of atmospheric nuclear weapons test of 
significance to Australia took place in 1974: since then, the extent of the 
monitoring program has been reduced as the levels of fallout have decreased. 
The surveillance program for the early detection of fresh fission products has 
been maintained, whilst the measurement of the long-lived radionuclides, 
strontium-90 and caesium-137, has been allowed to assume a lower priority 
since the behaviour of these radionuclides in the Australian environment is 
well established and activities are now extremely low. The availability of 
improved data processing techniques has simplified the analysis of 
environmental samples and the consolidation of the Laboratory's activities 
into one b.ilding has greatly improved the operational efficiency of the whole 
fallout monitoring program. 

Each quarter and before and after each visit of a nuclear - powered warship to 
any of six ports cleared for such visits, specified marine samples are 
collected by the local authorities and fowarded to the Laboratory. The 
samples are analysed for the presence of cobalt-60 or any other artificial 
gamma-emitting radionuclide known to characterise the radioactive waste likely 
to be held in a nuclear powered warship. This routine work continued 
throughout the year; techniques remained virtually unchanged except for the 
introduction of an improved freeze-drying technique which eliminated any risk 
of contamination of samples during this stage of their analysis. 

The Laboratory has monitored for residual radioactivity the nuclear weapon 
test site at Emu in the Great Victorian Desert of South Australia. The 
samples had been collected in November 1978, and analysis of the samples and 
data continued into this year. The data were published in ARL Technical 
Report No. 12 (Maclagan et al., 1979). 

All liquid effluent from areas of the Laboratory where unsealed radioactive 
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sources are used is collected in a nunber of large holding tanks. As each 
tank fills it is sampled and the sample analysed radiochemically. The 
activity of the effluent must be shown to be below the limits specified in the 
appropriate Victorian Government Regulations (1959) before the effluent can be 
released. All such samples analysed during the year were found to meet that 
criterion. 

A comprehensive study of the natural radiation background from external 
sources throughout Australia has never been carried out. This study, now 
being planned, will determine the average dose-rate to which the population is 
exposed, its variations from place-to-place and the influence of man's 
activities on these levels. 
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